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Let M be a compact surface, x(M)<O, and let r=n,M. Let S(M) be the set of isotopy 

classes of multiple simple loops on M. Each ,4 E S(M) determines a family of cyclic words 

W= W(A), with associated coinitial graph T. The finite set of coinitial graphs, obtained as /1 

ranges over S(M), is interpreted as a set of ‘n,-train tracks’ on M. The linearity theorem asserts 

that if a topologically induced automorphism @ of r maps the set of weights W supported on r 

to a set supported on T’, then, with appropriate restrictions, the action is linear on the positive 

linear span of the W’s, 

Let M be a compact surface of negative Euler characteristic, with genus g and b 

boundary components and or punctures, and let I-= z,(M). Assume, for the mo- 

ment, that b>O, so that r is free. In 1936, in the seminal paper [14], Whitehead 

studied the question of when a k-tuple W= { wlr . . . , wk} of cyclic words in the free 

group l-can be extended to a basis-up-to-conjugation, or equivalently, when W can 

be represented geometrically by a family of pairwise disjoint, non-separating simple 

loops on M. The principal tool introduced by Whitehead was a labelled graph G(W) 

which has since become known to group theorists as the Whitehead, co-initial or star 

graph. It may be described as follows. Choosing a fixed basis B, for I-, the vertices 

of G(W) are in one-to-one correspondence with the members of r, = {x,X: XE BR}. 

(Here and throughout this paper we write .Z for x-i.) The graph has an edge E(e,f) 

joining vertices labelled e, f whenever either the two letter sequence Lif or its inverse 

fe occurs in an element of the set W. Note that it is important to treat the words 

in Was a cyclic. The edge E(e,f) is labelled by the total number xw(e, f) of occur- 

rences of either cf or fe in the set W. For example, if B,= {a,b,c,d}, and 

W= {cd, d, cd?5}, then x,&c, 6) = 1, x,(c, d) = 2, x&b, c) = 1, and so forth. Note 

especially that x&d, d) =x&i?, d) = 1 in this example. Whitehead’s idea was to 
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study the action of Aut r on G( IV), in order to find an automorphism which would 

reduce W to a subset of r,. 

Let S(M) be the set of isotopy classes of families of pairwise disjoint simple loops 

on A4, subject to the restriction that if /1 E S(M), then no component of II is either 

a loop around a puncture or parallel to a component of XV. Each /1 E S(M) is 

represented by a set of conjugacy classes in r, or equivalently, since r is free, by 

a family of cyclic words WA. Our first result is to show that the set of (unweighted) 

coinitial graphs of the W,, , as /1 ranges over S(M), may be reinterpreted as a finite 

set of canonical ‘train tracks’ which we call rci-train tracks on M, where the labels 

{x,(e, f): e, f E r’} correspond to weights on these tracks (we call this set of labels, 

ordered in any fixed way, ‘rci-parameters’ for I+‘). See Section 1 for the precise 

definition of a ni-train track in the special case when r is a free group, and see 

Theorem 1.3 for the statement of this first result, in this special case. See Section 

5 for the most general definition (allowing A4 to be a closed surface) and Theorem 

5.4 for the corresponding result. 

The second and main result in this paper is a linearity theorem which asserts that 

if 9 E Aut r is induced by a diffeomorphism of M and maps a set W of weights sup- 

ported on one track r to a set w’ supported on the same or any other track T’, then, 

with some appropriate algebraic restrictions, the action is linear on the positive 

linear span of the weights W. This theorem is given in three versions. The simplest 

version is Theorem 2.0. In that version we place restrictions on r (we require that 

r be free), on r (we require that r be ‘orientable’) and on er* E Aut r (we require 

that v)* ‘preserve r-orientation’). With all of these restrictions the theorem is 

relatively easy to prove. In Theorem 4.0 we have removed the restrictions which 

relate to orientation, at the expense of placing much more subtle restrictions on q*. 

In Theorem 6.0 we remove the restriction on K Theorem 6.0 is the most general ver- 

sion of our work. 

While our Theorem 6.0 is related to Thurston’s theorem about the piecewise in- 

tegral linearity of the action of pseudo-Anosov maps on S(M) (cf. [13], and for an 

excellent exposition [3]) our theorem is not implied by his. On the other hand, our 

result almost certainly implies Thurston’s, although we do not give a proof here. 

Our theorem is best appreciated by the working out of concrete examples, in which 

the linearity seems little short of a miracle. We therefore digress to give an explicit 

example here. (For a more complicated example, see Example C in Section 7.) 

Example A. Take r to be the fundamental group of a closed surface A4 of genus 

2, presented as (a,b,c,d; a&5cd~i?), or if preferred remove a point from M and 

declare r to be free with the same set of generators. Let W= { wl, w2, . . . , w5}, 

where 

w, = bar, 

w2 = m, 

w,=c, wg = cd, 

w4 = rb. 
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As an example of an element in the positive linear span Sp+( IV) of W choose: 

z = &imfkb . 

We can write this word z in the form w5 w2w5 w4. However ‘z = w2 + w, + 2 ws’ in 

our setting has quite a different meaning. It means that the rc,-parameters associated 

to the cyclic word z are exactly the sum of those for the cyclic words w2, w4 and 

w5 (twice). In this example, it means that the 2-letter syllables which occur at the 

interfaces between w5 and w2, w2 and w5, w5 and w4 and w4 and w5 in z, namely 

&, DE, & and bC, are exactly those formed from the first and last letters of w2, w4 

and w5 (twice), i.e. a~, bC, &, &. 

Now, let p* taut r, r= rc,M, be defined by 

v*(a) = z;d, p,(b) = 5a, 

$9 * (c) = &7d, q?*(d)=C. 

Calculating, and reducing we see that 

ui =p*(w,)=bm&b-da, u2 = p*(w2) = dabac, 

u3 = 474~~) = dab, u4 = v)*(w4) = dab&i-d, 

u5 = q9* ( w5) = dabc, 

(D*(Z) = dabc~abacdabcdabhi - ilabcdabacdabcd. 

The linearity theorem asserts that v)* maps Sp+( W) linearly into Sp+(V), where 

V=(p*(W)={ut,..., u5>, i.e. in this case we expect that 

%&)=u2+uq+2us, 

as may be verified by adding up the n,-parameters in the cyclically reduced images. 

This is the statement of our linearity theorem, viz: 

In this example the linearity theorem is fairly straightforward. In more com- 

plicated examples the decompositions are much more subtle, because in order to 

decompose a word like z into a sum like w2 + w4 + 2 w5, it will be necessary to break 

apart the w;‘s into subwords and recombine syllables in unexpected ways. For 

example, see the material after the proof of Lemma 7.2, in Section 7 below. The 

linearity theorem asserts that similar decompositions are possible after v* is applied. 

As is seen from examination of the example above, summing weights on a 

Whitehead graph is equivalent to decomposing a family of words into blocks and 

then regrouping these blocks to form a multiple simple loop. The assertion of our 

theorem is that an automorphism v, has the property that it carries over this decom- 

position into blocks: the image words decompose in a similar way and cancellations 

appear in exactly the right places between end terms in the images of the various 
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blocks to be regrouped in the image. Geometrically the division points between 

blocks correspond to intersection points between representative curves on M. As we 

shall see in detail below, if two curves have weights lying on the same graph, then 

they have common letters corresponding to each geometric intersection point. These 

are the points at which the words split into blocks. The further restrictions in the 

statement of our theorem relate to the relative orientation of the two curves and 

their images at these intersection points. Our proof depends on looking at the geo- 

metrical implications of this splitting of the curves at intersection points and com- 

bining this with the surprisingly rigid constraints imposed by the algebra. We were 

unable, except in the simplest cases, to find a purely algebraic proof, although one 

suspects this might be very interesting. 

We now discuss the relationship of our theorem to the work of Thurston on piece- 

wise linear parameters for S(M) and the PL action of diffeomorphisms. (Cf. 

Thurston’s theorem on the piecewise integral linear action of pseudo-Anosov maps 

on the Dehn-Thurston parameters of [5] or the traintrack parameters of [3].) First 

of all, our theorem is algebraic in content, while Thurston’s is geometric-algebraic. 

Thus our parameters are easier to handle than those of either [5] or [3] in that they 

do not require isotopy of curves into a nice position relative to some pants decom- 

position of M. Indeed this process is replaced by the quite mechanical process of 

shortening words algebraically, which except in the case of closed surfaces is just 

free reduction. One should compare for example the calculations in Penner’s thesis 

[9] and our Examples A and C to see this. 

The automorphism v)* which we defined in Example A is in fact pseudo-Anosov 

[7]. For pseudo-Anosov maps there is an invariant train track, and in fact we 

realize it in Example A as the Whitehead graph G(U), where U is the 5-tuple 

{&ii, ii~?, cl, &, &} . The 3 graphs, G(W), G(V), G(U) are illustrated in Fig. 1, 

embedded in the cut open surface M. The graphs are all distinct. Our theorem 

predicts that v)* acts linearly on Sp+( IV) mapping into Sp+( V) and also (using it in 

another way) on Sp+(U) mapping it linearly onto Sp+(U). Thurston’s theorem 

deals with the latter action, but not with the former. Thus we have found larger sets 

on which v)* acts linearly. In addition these sets have algebraic meaning and are 

computable by algebraic means. Our theorem also holds for a wider class of maps 

than pseudo-Anosovs. We found it surprisingly easy to find examples satisfying the 

conditions of our theorem. We found we could choose both v, and /1 E S(M) more 

or less at random, and most of the time get a set of weights on one graph which 

were mapped to weights on another graph, so that the conditions under which our 

linearity theorem holds were satisfied. 

The invariant lamination of a pseudo-Anosov map is always carried by one of our 

x,-train tracks. In Example A above, this train track is G(U), as proved near page 

347 of [8]. (Remark: Nielsen does not talk about xi-train tracks, however the 

reader who goes back to his paper armed with that concept will have little difficulty 

in translating his ideas into statements about ni-train tracks. Indeed, the concept 

of a xi-train track is very helpful in revealing the true content of Nielsen’s monu- 
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mental work.) In this case one verifies easily that G(O)=G(U), where o=p((/). 

In this example it is also the case that in fact 0 is contained in the positive linear 

span of U, so that we may associate to v, acting on G(U) a positive linear matrix 

Qp* whose powers represent the iterations of v, (see Example C). Thus the invariant 

lamination L will be represented by the unique positive eigenvector of A and is sup- 

ported on G(U). (This in fact gives a representation of leaves of L as ‘infinite homo- 

topy classes’ or infinite words in I-. Such representations of laminations are 

described in detail for the case of the punctured torus in [12].) In Example A it will 

be seen that in some sense the invariant neighborhood of the lamination we found 

is very large. The same remark applies to Example C below. 

We now explain more fully the interpretation of Whitehead’s graphs as train 

tracks. Fix some hyperbolic metric on M, so that r= rrl(M) may be thought of as 

a group of isometries of the Poincare disc II3 and M= U/l-where U L D is the univer- 

sal cover of M. Choose a symmetric set of generators r, for r which have geo- 

metrical meaning as the edge-pairing transformations of the sides of a fundamental 

region R for the action of r in D. (r, is symmetric if gE r’ implies g- ’ EI-~ .) 
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Label the oriented sides of R by the symbols in r,, so that if eer’ maps a side s, 

to s2, then s, is labelled e on the side interior to R (or P on the side exterior to R). 

In our diagrams (e.g. see Fig. 1) we show the labels on the outside of R. Thus the 

side labelled e on the outside is carried to the side labelled P on the outside by the 

generator P. For each eEr,, choose a point P(e) on the side whose exterior label 

is e, in such a way that .9’(e) =P(e). Join P(e) to P(f) whenever xw(e,f)>O 

and label this arc xw(e,f). This gives a labelled graph G(W) with vertex set 

P= {P(e): eE&}. If W represents an element of S(M), then the graph G(W) is 

such that two edges meet only in the vertices P. We call such a graph simple. It may 

clearly be regarded as a train track in the sense of Thurston (see [3] or [13]) with 

all of its switches on aR, and several branches meeting at each switch. 

The set of weights associated to a fixed cyclic word w has a nice interpretation 

in terms of paths in the universal covering space UC [D. Relative to our fixed hyper- 

bolic metric on M, each simple loop x has a unique smooth geodesic representative. 

We proved in [l] that for certain special choices of fundamental region there is a 

remarkable relationship between the path followed by a geodesic and its algebraic 

representation as a shortest word in the symbols r,. This arises in the following 

way. Any lift A of 1 to [D cuts through a sequence of copies g,R,g,R, . . . of copies 

of our fixed fundamental region R. of sides of R described above 

extends to each of these regions by the action of r. If g,R, g,+,R are adjacent 

regions, then ej=gjP ig;, 1 E r, is the label of the common side of the two regions 

on the side interior to gi+ , R. Thus moving along A we read off a sequence of labels 

. . . e,e;+ l . . . which is obviously independent of the choice of lift A. 

Moreover, if 1 is closed this sequence is periodic and its fundamental period 

represents the free homotopy class of 1. The crucial fact is that with appropriate 

choice of R and appropriate restrictions on r,, the fundamental period w = w(I) = 

e, . . . ek obtained in this way is cyclically shortest and shortest in its conjugacy class 

[ 11. Thus the geometric path followed by the geodesic representatives of /1 E S(M) 

determines the weights of the corresponding multiple cyclic word W. The proof of 

our theorem is based on a detailed exploitation of this interplay between algebra and 

geometry. 

Here is the plan of the paper. In Section 1 we set up notation and review back- 

ground material, as needed. The linearity theorem is proved in Sections 2-5, begin- 

ning with the special case of orientable train tracks and surfaces with free 

fundamental group (Section 2), then passing to arbitrary train tracks on surfaces 

with free fundamental group (Sections 3 and 4) and finally to the general case (Sec- 

tions 5 and 6). In Section 7 we show how to check the orientation condition which 

is the main restriction in our theorem. In the appendix we give an independent proof 

of our linearity theorem 2.0, in the special case when M is a once-punctured torus. 

We give three examples, which are dicussed at various points in the manuscript. 

The first, example A, has already been discussed. Example B illustrates a case where 

the linearity fails; it led us to our condition on orientation at intersection points. 

Example C is a pseudo-Anosov map. We study it in detail, checking all our orienta- 
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tion conditions and using it to illustrate the linearity theorem when there is an in- 

variant train track. It will be seen to demonstrate most of the complications in our 

work, and at the same time to illustrate the non-triviality of the algebraic linearity 

in very convincing ways. We discovered it early in our investigations. We would 

have abandoned our work many times, however this one example seemed too 

amazing to be a matter of chance. 

Remark. The reader who has attempted related constructions will be instantly alert 

to the complications which arise with closed surface groups. These complications 

are all due to the fact that in closed surface groups certain words (those which con- 

tain ‘half-relators’) have non-unique shortest representatives. As will be seen, 

almost all of our results hold in this case too, however the proofs required us to deal 

with myriad technical complications. In this manuscript we focus initially on the 

cases where these complications do not arise, and later we show how to revise things 

to handle the exceptional cases involving special words in closed surface groups. See 

in particular Sections 5 and 6 and the latter part of Section 7 for the exceptional 

cases. The reader who wishes to do so may simply omit these sections, without losing 

track of the main arguments. 

1. Tight curves, shortest words and n,-train tracks 

In this section we set up notation and introduce our xi-train tracks and rci- 

parameters. We assume throughout that r= rriA4 is a free group, or equivalently, 

that A4 is not a closed surface. The modifications in our work which are needed to 

treat closed surfaces are quite complicated and will be treated separately in Section 

5 below. However, we note that almost everything that we say here also holds on 

closed surfaces, if one excludes the special cases which arise for words containing 

‘half the defining relator’. 

As in the introduction, we fix a hyperbolic metric on A4 and a representation of 

r as a group of hyperbolic isometries of the Poincare disc D. (For this and other 

basic facts about hyperbolic geometry, a good reference is [6] .) Choose a fundamen- 

tal domain R for the action of ran D with all its vertices on aD, and let r, be the 

symmetric set of generators of r which pair sides of R. Let N be the set of images 

of aR under r. As described in the introduction, each oriented side of N is labelled 

by an element of r,. We associate to any oriented smooth curve p on A4 the se- 

quence a(7) = . . . e,e;+ ,ei+2 . . . of labels of sides of N in the order in which they are 

cut by any lift y of d, choosing always the label on the far side of the edge of 

N cut by y. We call a(p) the cutting sequence of 9. This sequence will be bi-infinite 

unless p begins or ends in a boundary component or puncture of M. (The special 

trivial case in which a(p) is empty is uninteresting and will be ignored.) We say that 

a(F) is shortest if each finite subword is freely reduced. (We generally prefer the 

term ‘shortest’ to ‘reduced’ in anticipation of the closed surface case.) 
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It will be convenient to think of the bi-infinite periodic word a(p) as a finite cyclic 

word. Clearly the bi-infinite word is shortest if and only if the cyclic word is cyclical- 

ly shortest, i.e. cyclically reduced. As is well known, two words w, w‘ which are 

cyclically shortest represent conjugate elements of rif and only if they coincide as 

cyclic words. 

A multiple cyclic word is a finite collection of cyclic words. If A ES(M) has 

several components, we write W(4) for the multiple cyclic word associated to their 

components. A cyclic or multiple cyclic word is simple if it represents an element 

of S(M). 

It will be convenient to extend the class of curves we consider from geodesic 

curves to what we call tight curves. A curve on M, or its lift to ID, is tight if its cutting 

sequence is shortest. It is clear that the cutting sequences of tight curves in the same 

homotopy class are the same. We described in the introduction how to form the 

graph G(W) of a family of cyclically shortest words IV. In the same way we can 

form the graph of a multiple loop /1 ES(M). Choose any representative of /1 by a 

family /II of mutually disjoint tight simple curves on M. Let A(A)= C’(/l)flR, 

where n : U+Mis the projection of Mfrom the universal cover UC ID. (If Mis non- 

compact we assume also that a tight curve lies always within bounded distance of 

the geodesic with the same endpoints on aD, or equivalently, that its projection on 

M lies at a bounded distance from some fixed point, say n(O), on M.) Let r(/i) be 

the weighted graph obtained by collapsing all those arcs which join a given pair e, f 

of sides of R (exterior labels!) to a single arc from P(e) to P(f), labelled by the 

number xA(e, f) of arcs which were collapsed. If /1 E S(M), the arcs in A(A) will be 

pairwise disjoint and hence r= r(/i) is simple. Clearly r(A) is identical with the 

graph G(W) of the multiple word W-a(A) and is independent of the particular 

choice of tight curves representing A. Thus we may write t(4) for t(j). We note 

that s(A) is a weighted train track in the sense of Thurston (see, e.g., [3]), having 

at most one switch on each side of R and no switches in the interior of R. 

We now impose conditions on train tracks and weights which ensure that these 

restricted weights correspond exactly to S(M). If r is a train track on R and x a 

weighting on z, then let x(e, f), e, f~ r,, be the weight on the branch joining P(e) 

to P(f). 

Condition 1.1 (Switch conditions). These arise because an arc in A(A) leaving R 

across a side e re-enters across the side P. Thus we have 

C x(e,f) =fFrRx(2,-f.) for each eE &. 
.fErK 

(1) 

We denote by Q(r) the set of weights on r satisfying Condition 1.1. If the multiple 

cyclic word W is such that xw= {x&e, f) E Q(r)}, then we say that W is supported 

on z, likewise we say that /1 E S(M) is supported on r if x,, E Q(r). 

Now let XE Q(t). Replace the branch of r joining P(e) to P(f) by x(e,f) strands 

in such a way that the strands corresponding to all possible branches are pairwise 
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disjoint. There is a unique way to join these strands using the edge pairings of R 

to form a multiple simple loop on M and a corresponding multiple cyclic word 

W(x). We denote the collection of all these strands by A(x), and call W(x) the word 

associated to x. In particular, we note that if W is a multiple cyclic word which is 

simple, then the set of weights xw on ~(4) determine W uniquely. 

Restriction 1.2 (Boundary restrictions). These are needed to ensure that there are no 

loops parallel to a&‘. We call an edge of r a boundary branch if it joins two sides 

of R whose ideal endpoints are adjacent points on the circle at infinity, so that its 

projection on M is parallel to an arc in aM, or to an arc which partially surrounds 

a puncture. The collection of all boundary branches splits into equivalence classes, 

one for each connected component of aA4. Let EB be one such equivalence class, 

BcM4. We impose the following condition on r: 

For each connected component of B of aA4, at least one 

branch of E, does not appear on r. (2) 

Condition (2) ensures that the curves determined by r do not include closed loops 

which are parallel to B (or a loop surrounding B, if B is a puncture). Let XE Q(r) 

be such that all these branches have non-zero label. Consider, for each branch b in 

Es, the arc in A(x) which lies parallel to b and closest to aID. When the sides of R 

are identified, these outermost arcs link to form a loop parallel to B (or a loop sur- 

rounding the puncture). Such loops are thus ruled out by condition (2). 

The weighted graph r(A), whose weights satisfy Condition 1 .l and Restriction 

1.2, is called a Tc,-train track. (A train track in the sense of [13] is a branched C’ 

one-manifold embedded in M.) The n,-parameters of an element A ES(M) are its 

weights on r(A). We sum up what we have said in the following theorem, whose 

proof is left to the reader. 

Theorem 1.3. (i) Let T be a x,-track on R, and let XE Q(r). Then W(x) is a multiple 

simple cyclically reduced word. 

(ii) Let A E S(M). Then T(A) is a x,-train track and x,, E Q(s). 

(iii) Let W be a multiple simple cyclic word containing no component which 

represent loops parallel to aA4 or surrounding punctures. Then the graph G(W) is 

a 7-r,-train track T and x,~C?(s). 0 

Notice that our representation of multiple simple words by weights on a graph 

imposes a ‘piecewise linear’ structure on S(M). By this we mean that S(M) is covered 

by the sets Q(t), each of which is a linear space, and the Q(r) intersect each other 

only along lower dimensional subspaces. Several distinct T are needed to cover 

S(M), hence the term ‘piecewise’ linear. The linear structure of Q(t) arises as 

follows: the switch condition (Condition 1.1) is linear if we regard the weights as 

vectors with one component for each branch of T. Thus Q(r) has the structure of 

a positive cone over R\l. If x1, . . . , xk l n(r) we write 
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k 

SP+{xi, *.*, xk}= c n$,:n;Eh. cQ(r). 
i=l 1 

This linear structure leads to a rather curious definition of ‘addition’ of simple 

words. To add two words wI, w2 supported on the same r, we first add their 

weights x,~, x,, in the vector space Q(s) and then determine the new simple word 

obtained by joining the strands in A(x,, +x,,) as described in Condition 1.1 

above. The process is illustrated in Fig. 16(b) of Example C in Section 7. 

Orientable train tracks. A train track is orientable if each branch can be oriented 

in such a way that the orientations at each switch are coherent. For example, the 

train-tracks in Figs. l(a) and l(b) are both orientable. In our case this means that 

the branches of r with an endpoint at P(e), e E r, , must be oriented so that they 

all point into R or all point out of R at P(e), and so that all branches which have 

an endpoint at P(t?) point in the opposite sense to those at P(e) relative to R. In par- 

ticular, if a given letter ee& appears in a word lying on an oriented train track, 

then P does not. 

Recall that an n-gon on T is a region bounded by branches of t which lifts to a 

simply connected region B in lD whose boundary contains exactly n switches at 

which the angle interior to B is zero. It is clear that if r contains a trigon, or more 

generally an n-gon with n odd, then r is not orientable. An example of such a train 

track is illustrated in Fig. 16(a). 

Diffeomorphisma Obviously Diff(M) acts on S(M). Let v, E Diff(M) and XE Q(r), 

for some ni-train track r. Then x represents an element n(x)eS(M) and ~(4) is 

again a multiple simple loop and thus an element of S(M). We write q*(x) =x+,(,,). 

Thus p*(x) is a weight on s(&A)). 

The map p lifts to a map of D which extends to a homeomorphism @ of aD. The 

map @ is independent of the choice of lift. If i is a tight curve in ID with cutting 

sequence o, with primitive period W(x), and with endpoints <,VE alD, then we 

denote by p*(n) any tight curve in [D whose cutting sequence is periodic with primi- 

tive period W(p*(x)) and whose endpoints on aD are ~(0 and Q(U). We shall always 

assume that diffeomorphisms are orientation preserving (a, E Difft(M)), but note in 

the statement of Theorem 6.0 that our results apply to the orientation reversing case 

also. 

2. The Linearity Theorem, Part I (z orientable, r free) 

In this section we come to our main result on the piecewise linearity of the action 

of v, E Diff(M) on the rci-parameters for S(M) set up in Section 1. In order to make 

the ideas in the proof clear, we begin with the special case in which r is orientable. 

Later, in Section 3, we will introduce the modifications needed to handle the general 
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case, which will be treated in Section 4. In this section and in Sections 3 and 4 we 

assume, as in Section 1, that Mis not closed. However, we stress again that except 

for special situations everything we say holds equally well on closed surfaces. 

Theorem 2.0 (The Linearity Theorem, Part I). Let A4 be a hyperbolic surface with 
boundary and or punctures, and with fundamental region R and generators T, for 
T=n,(M) chosen as in Section 1. Let 5 and s’ be oriented n,-train tracks on M. 
Suppose that cp E Diff(M) and that xj E Q(7), cp*(xi) E Q(7’) for i = 1, . . . , k. Suppose 
further that if W(Xi) is oriented coherently with 7, then cp(W(x;)) = W(p*(Xi)) is 
oriented coherently with 7’. Then p acts linearly on Sp’{x,, . . ..xk}. 

We note that the train tracks of Figs. l(a) and l(b) in Example A of the introduc- 

tion are both orientable. 

This example illustrates Theorem 2.0. 

Remark. Throughout the proof we assume that v, E Diff+(M), however, it is easy to 

see that this assumption is unnecessary, see the remark following Theorem 6.0. 

Proof. The proof of Theorem 2.0 will occupy the remainder of Section 2. It will be 

seen to rest on the observation that the addition of weights in Q(7) may be inter- 

preted as the topological operation of surgery. The idea is to compare the surgeries 

of the families of curves associated to (xi}~=, and {~*(x,)},k_, and to show that 

combinatorially they are the same. 

Our first object, then, will be to discuss intersecting curves and the interpretation 

of surgery. 

Lemma 2.1. Let y, y’ be tight curves in D supported on 7 and suppose that yfl y‘= 
P E gR, g E I-. Then the segments y f7 gR, y’ fl gR meet a(gR) on at least one common 
side. 

Proof. The segments y OgR and y’ngR lie over branches of 7, and since the 

two segments intersect, while 7 is a simple graph, the branches must either coincide 

or meet in a common switch on some side of aR. Thus yngR and y’ngR both 

meet s. q 

We now extend the notion of a tight curve to that of a tight family. A family F 
of tight curves in lD is tight if each pair of curves in F intersects at most once and 

if in addition at most two curves pass through any one point. The family is simple 
if each curve projects to a simple curve on M. We shall only deal with tight families 

whose projections onto M contain finitely many components. If curves y, y’, y” 

belong to a tight family F and if yfl y’, y’fl y” and y”n y are all non-empty and 

distinct, then we denote the triangular region in [D which they determine by 

d(y, y’, y”). The triangle d is minimal for F if no other curve in F intersects it. 
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Lemma 2.2. Let F be a tight family in D, and let I E F. Let GC F be the subset of 
all curves in F which intersect 1. Suppose that y, y ’ E G, with y n y’+ PI. Then there 
is a minimal triangle A(p,,uU: I) for G on the same side of 1 as A(y, y’,l). 

Proof. If A(y, y’, I) is minimal, we are done. If not, we will construct a nested se- 

quenceoftrianglesA(~,~:~)=A(~,,y’,~)~A(~,,~~,~)~A(~~,y~,~)~~(~~,~~,~)~..., 
all on the same side of I as A(y, y’, I), with each yj E G. Since the intersection points 

of G are isolated, and since at most two curves meet in one point, this will prove 

the claim. See Fig. 2 for the construction. Assuming A(y, y’, 1) to be non-minimal, 

there must be a curve in G which intersects yO= y, say, between PO= yony’ and 

Q. = y,n I. See Fig. 2. Let y, E G be the curve intersecting yO closest to QO, and let 

Pi = y, fl yo, Qt = yi nl. Either A(y,, yl, I) is minimal or there are curves in G inter- 

secting yi between P, and Qi. 

Choose y2 to be the one of these curves intersecting yt closest to Q,, and let 

P2 = yzrl yi , Q2 = y2 rl I. Again, either A(y,, y2, I) is minimal or there are curves in G 

intersecting y2 between P2 and Q2; hence we can construct curves y3, and points P3, 

Q3 as above, and so on. The point Qj+ 1 is always between Qj and Qj_ 1 because, if 

Q ]+, were on the other side of Qj, then Qj+ 1 would not meet yj between Pj and Qj. 

The construction ends with a minimal triangle A(,u,,u’,I) on the same side of 1 as 

A(Y, Y: 0. 0 

Tight families F,F’ in ID are said to be related if there is a l-l correspondence 

j : F+F’ such that the restriction of j to endpoints on aD is order-preserving. The 

Fig. 2. 
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correspondence j preserves the combinatorial pattern if, for each y E F, it preserves 

the order . . . yM,, yp,+, . . . in which curves in the family intersect y, reading intersec- 

tion points along y. 

Let F= { yi}p”, , be a tight simple family supported on r, and oriented coherently 

with r. The surgery of F relative to 5, S,(F), is the family of disjoint curves on D 

obtained by surgery on F, where at each intersection point we move onto the other 

curve following the direction indicated by the orientation of r. The projection of 

S,(F) to M, also denoted S,(F), is thus an element of S(M). (We could of course 

equally well first project F to M and carry out the surgery on M.) 
We wish to show that the weight of S,(F) is the sum of the weights of the curves 

in F. We do this by pushing the intersection points of curves in F which lie in R 
systematically close to aR, where it will be easier to understand the effect of surgery. 

Lemma 2.3. Let F be a tight simple family supported on an oriented rc,-train track 
5. Then S,(F) is supported on r and xs,(F) = CyEFxy. (In the sum on the right we 
of course choose only one representative of each I- equivalence class in F.) 

Proof. Let B,(aR) denote an E tubular neighborhood of those components of aR 
which do not cover components of i3M. Assume first that M is compact. Choose 

e small enough so that the components of B,(aR) are disjoint. We begin by show- 

ing that we can alter F equivariantly to a related tight simple family F’ such that 

F,F’ have the same combinatorial pattern, but such that F’ has all its intersection 

points inside the r-translates of B,(aR). 
To prove this assertion, suppose that y, Y’E F, with y fl Y’E R-B,(aR). By Lemma 

2.1 the segments ytl R, y’fl R have at least one pair of endpoints on a common side, 

say s, of aR. Let p be any other curve in F which intersects the triangle d(y, y’,s). 

Then pnR has one endpoint on s, for if not, the three branches of r supporting 

y fl R, y’fl R, /3n R would form a trigon, which is impossible because r is orientable. 

Thus we may apply Lemma2.2 to the family G= {PEF: pnA(y, y’,s)#O} with I=s, 

to find a minimal triangle d(y,, y2,s), yl, y2 E F, on the same side of s as O(y, y’,s). 

We may clearly replace yI tl R, y2 fl R by segments with the same endpoints on aR 
such that yi tl y2 E B,(s) without altering the intersection pattern of curves in Fn R. 
We may extend this alteration equivariantly to D. Without loss of generality, it may 

be assumed that the new intersection point is arbitrarily close to s, say in B,(s). 

Removing B,(s) from Be(s), we obtain a modification R, of R with modified neigh- 

borhood B,,(aR,) in which we can repeat the argument, seeking a minimal triangle 

in R,. Induction on the number of intersection points completes the proof that F 
can be moved to F’. Since F,F’ have the same endpoints on aD, they are clearly 

related, and so our assertion holds. 

For non-compact M the proof is nearly identical. Let M’ be a compact subsurface 

which supports z(F), and let R’= RnC’(M’). Choose E small enough so that the 

components of B,(aR)n R’ are disjoint. Proceed as before, pushing intersection 

points into B,(aR)fl R’, one at a time. 
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Since F,F’ have the same combinatorial patterns, the surgeries S,(F), S,(F’) are 

the same, up to homotopy. Moreover, we have, for each pair e,e’ET,, xF(e,e’)= 

xF’(e, e’), where x&e, e’), xF’(e, e’) denote the number of strands in F and F’ joining 
side e to side e’ of aR. Thus it will suffice to prove the proposition for F’. 

For eer,, let s be the side of aR with interior label e. Let Bz(e),BJe) denote 

the components of a&(s) on the same side of s as the labels e, e respectively. Thus 

B,-(e) =B,f(P). All intersections of curves in F’ occur in lJ {B,(s) 1 s is a side of aR>. 

Suppose 7 is oriented pointing away from side e of s. For each intersection in B,(s), 

the two intersecting strands enter B,(s) across B;(e) and leave across B:(e). Suppose 

that in total k(e) strands cross B,(s). Then the local effect of surgery on these 

strands is to produce a family of k(e) ‘parallel’ strands joining B;(e) to B:(e). The 

remaining part of F’ in R -B,(aR) consists of a disjoint collection of strands, 

xP(e,e’) of which join the pair Bz(e),@(e’). The effect of surgery is to link these 

strands with the parallel strands across each B,(s). It is clear that the resulting 

multiple loop is the same as the one one would obtain by linking the family con- 

sisting of xF’(c, 8) disjoint strands joining the interior sides e, e’ of aR for each pair 

e,e’ErR. 

This family has total weight C ,,,x,(y), which completes the proof. 0 

Let 7 be a nr-train track and suppose that xi E Q(r), ni E ~PJ, for i = 1, . . . , k. We 

denote by lF(nixi, . . . , nkxk) the tight simple family consisting of all lifts of curves 

corresponding to nix;, i = 1, . . . , k, where by a curve corresponding to nix;, we mean 

ni ‘parallel’ but disjoint curves each of which has cutting sequence IVi= II’( 

Suppose then that xi E Q(r), v*(Xi) E Q(z’), i = 1,. . . , k, as in the statement of 

Theorem 2.0. Let cf= i niXiE Sp+{xr, . . . ,xk}, and let F= [F(niXi, . . . , izkxk), q*(F) = 

Vn,V*(xl), ... 9 nk&(xk)). Let p(F) denote the tOpOlOgiCa1 image Of F under some 

fixed lift of ~7 to [D. Notice that the curves in p(F) are not in general tight. 

Our aim is to compare the surgeries S,(F) and &(q,,(F)). The idea is that 

surgery on a family of oriented curves depends only on the combinatorial pattern 

in which curves in the family intersect, and that the combinatorial patterns of the 

families F and q(F) are identical, while those of p(F) and p,(F) are close enough 

that v*(F) may be replaced by a family with the same nr-parameters whose pattern 

is identical with that of v(F). To illustrate the main line of argument, we begin with 

the special case in which the patterns of F and p,(F) are identical. 

By the segments of a family of curves G we mean the connected components of 

G-{yf-ry’: Y,Y’EG}. 

Theorem 2.0: special case. Suppose, with the hypotheses of Theorem 2.0 and the 

notation above, that p*: F=[F(n,x,,...,nkxk)-~*(F)=if(n,~,(x,),...,n,~,(xk)) 

preserves combinatorial patterns. Then 

p* ( > j, nixi =it, niP*(Xi). 
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Proof. The surgery S,(F) can be pictured as sequences of segments of curves in the 

family F, where we follow along a segment in the direction of the orientation of r 

to an intersection point, and then move onto an adjacent segment of the intersecting 

curve in the direction consistent with the orientation of T. Since by hypothesis v)* 

preserves combinatorial patterns and the orientation of the curves in F, p,(F) 

relative to r and r’, the surgery &(u,*(F)) follows the corresponding sequence of 

segments of y?,(F) in the same order. 

Let A be a connected component of S,(F) and let [E XD be the positive end- 

point of A. Suppose that the intersection points of curves in F occur in order 

along J. as . . . , Pi,, = yj, fly;,,,, P;,,, = yin+, n y;,,,,, . . . . Along the corresponding com- 

ponent X in &(rp,(F)) one will see the intersections . . . , P,, = cp*(y;,)fl rp*(yi,+,), 

Pi,,, =V?*(Yi,,+,)ny,*(yi,+Z), . . . , occurring in the same order, since by hypothesis p* 

preserves the combinatorial patterns of F and p,(F). 

Let M’cM be a compact subsurface containing all the curves in F. There is a con- 

stant C depending only on M’ and v, such that &y?(a), p*(a)) 5 C for any geodesic 

curve a in n-‘(M). (H ere d denotes hyperbolic distance.) Since a tight curve is 

within bounded distance of the geodesic curve with the same endpoints, we obtain 

the same inequality for any tight curve (TE F. In particular, d(y,(Pi),~;))I C’ for 

each i. 

The points . . . , I’;,, Pin+ ,, . . . lie on 1 which is a component of S,,(y,.(F)). Since X 

has a cutting sequence which is shortest (cf. e.g. [ll, Proposition 4.2]), it has a 

definite positive endpoint on a [D, say q, and lim,,, pjn = q. 

On the other hand, lim,,, q(P,) = @(lim,,, P,) = q(t). Since d(q(P,,),P,)i C’ 

for each n, we have q =@(<). This is equivalent to the statement that X=@*(A), 

which is what we are required to prove. 0 

In general, the combinatorial patterns of F and p,(F) will not agree, and the re- 

mainder of this section is devoted to circumventing this difficulty. The key to the 

problem lies in the following situation. Suppose that I,,&,I, are curves in a tight 

simple family which intersect in pairs to form a triangle A@,, A,, 2,) as in Fig. 3(a). 

Altering any one of these curves, say a3, to a curve A; as in Fig. 3(b), we obtain a 

new triplet with the same endpoints on aD but with a different combinatorial pat- 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 3. 
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tern in which the orders of intersection have been transposed along each of the three 

curves. We call such an alteration of a triangle a transposition. The combinatorial 

patterns of F and p,(F) differ by transpositions of triangles. We shall show that by 

homotopies of curves which do not alter n,-parameters, triangles may be trans- 

posed until the two patterns agree. 

The homotopies which we use are achieved by a basic move which we call afinger 

move. Let I,,& be tight curves supported on a train track r and suppose that 

A, fIAz = PE D. By Lemma 2.1 the cutting sequences o(n,), a(n,) have a common 

block B=u,u~...u~, UiErR. The point P occurs in one of the entries of the se- 

quence J of regions R,, uIRO, . . . , ul . . . u,R, determined by B, where R, is some copy 

of R. A finger move is an isotopy which pushes P to any other region in J and which 

replaces A,, A2 by tight curves A;, ,I; with the same cutting sequences. We discuss the 

problem of making such moves equivariantly below. 

We begin by showing that any triangle d(,I,, ,12,A3) formed by curves A1,h2,/1s 

supported on T and intersecting in pairs may be altered by finger moves so that the 

altered triangle A@;, A;, 2;) is transposed. 

We fix notation as follows. For any triangle d =d(At, A2, As), let P; = AJ fl,lk 
where i,j, k are distinct. Let (Ai) denote the segment of 2; between Pj and Pk. 

Lemma 2.4. Let A(A,,A,,n,) be a triangle and suppose that (A;), (3Lj) both inter- 
sect some translate gR in R. Then the cutting sequences of (~i),(~jzj) between Pk 
and gR coincide. The point Pk may be moved by a finger move to a point PL ERR. 

Proof. Without loss of generality assume Pk ER. The cutting sequence of (Ai), (~j) 

from Pk to gR are both shortest words representing g. Since r is a free group, these 

sequences must coincide. The intersection point may then be moved by finger moves 

from Pk through the intervening common regions cut by (A;), (~j), and into gR. 0 

Lemma 2.5. Let A = A(l,, AZ, A3) be a triangle as above. Then A may be transposed 
by finger moves on I.,, I2 and A3 which do not alter x,-parameters. 

Proof. We claim that there is a copy gR of R such that (At), (AZ), (,I31 all intersect 

gR. For consider the cutting sequences of (A,), (AZ) starting at P3. Either these se- 

quences coincide until we reach one or another of the points P,, P2 in which case 

we are done; or at some point the two paths differ so that there is a region gR such 

that (AI), both intersect gR but leave gR across distinct sides s,,s2. In this 

case, PI, P, must be in the half planes bounded by sI, s2 and not containing gR. 
Since gR has no vertices in Int D, it follows that (,13) crosses from st to s2 in gR. 

By Lemma 2.4, the points P,, P2, P3 may all be moved by finger moves into gR. 
A further finger move inside gR can obviously be made to transpose A. 0 

The point of the next lemma is that the moves we need to make must be carried 

out equivariantly. 
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Lemma 2.6. Let A = A@,, AZ, A3) be a triangle all of whose sides lie in a tight simple 
r invariant family G, and suppose that A is minimal for G. Then the projection of 
A on M is an embedding. 

Proof. If this were not the case, there would be r equivalent points P,gP in the 

triangle A. 
It is clearly impossible that PEC~A and gPE Int A. Suppose first that both 

P,~PE aA. The points P, gP cannot lie on distinct sides of A, for then one of these 

sides would intersect a translate of the other, contradicting minimality of A. If P, gP 
lay on the same side of d, this would contradict the fact that each side of A projects 

to a simple curve on M, unless the arc from P to gP were the fundamental period. 

If this is the case, and if P,gP are vertices of A, with P=l, nA2, gP=A, nA,, then 

g(A2)nn, = P= ,l,nn,, contrary to the assumption that at most two curves in a 

tight family meet in a point. Thus there is a point equivalent to but distinct from 

a vertex of A lying between P and gP. Again, translation of the second side through 

this vertex gives a line in G which is not a side of A intersecting d. Thus we have 

shown that we must have P, gP E Int A. 
Now assume that P,gPe Int A. Consider any geodesic cr through P and extend it 

till it meets a13 in Q. Let ga extended through gP meet 8A in Q’. If d(P, Q) < 
d(gP, Q’), then a translate by g of a side of d passes through gQ E Int A, contrary 

to hypothesis, and likewise if d(gP, Q’)<d(P, Q). If d(P, Q) =d(gP, Q’), then 

Q’=gQ and Q, Q’ are equivalent points on 6’A. If Q# Q’ this case has been ruled 

out above, while Q= Q’ is impossible since g#id and r acts freely in D. 0 

The proof of Theorem 2.0 will now be completed by the following lemma: 

Lemma 2.7. With the hypothesis of Theorem 2.0 and the notation above, let 
F= 1F(n,x,, . . . , nkxk), v*(F)= Wqy7dxl), . . . . n,q,(x,)). Then there are equivariant 
finger moves which alter the combinatorial pattern of y?,(F) to coincide with that 
of F. 

Proof. We proceed by induction on the number of curves we are lifting from M to 

form F. If there is only one curve, it is by hypothesis simple, and there is nothing 

to prove. Suppose the assertion holds for families consisting of lifts of m curves, 

and assume that F contains m + 1 curves. Fix m of these, and let their lifts be a sub- 

family G of F. Apply the induction hypothesis to move the curves in (o,(G) by 

equivariant finger moves until their combinatorial pattern coincides with that of the 

related family G. Call this new family H. Let the lifts of the remaining curves in 

F be A,,A2, . . . and let their images in p*(F) be ,~i =9&i, ,u2=v)*A2, . . . . 
For each i construct a curve pi in D whose endpoints on aD are the same as those 

of ,D,, and whose combinatorial pattern relative to H is the same as that of Ai 

relative to G. Since inside any fundamental region R for r we see only finitely many 

intersection points and thus only need move ,D; n R a finite distance to get & tl R, 
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and since all the patterns we see in F and v*F are r-invariant, the curves pi and pi 

are a bounded distance apart. 

Our aim is to move ,u~ to pi by a finite number of equivariant finger moves which 

leave the combinatorial pattern of H unchanged. 

The only triangles occuring in v)*F which are not formed by curves in H are of 

the form O(y, y’, p) where y, Y’E H and p E {pi}. We say that such a triangle is 

wrongly ordered if it is a transposition of the triangle O(y, y’, p). This happens exact- 

ly when the intersection YOY’ lies between ,U and p. Thus if there are no wrongly 

ordered triangles, then ,U and p lie in the same position relative to H and we are 

done. Hence we may as well assume that there is some p E {pi} for which d(y, v’, p) 

is wrongly ordered. We now show that there is a minimal such d. Let K= (a E H: a 

intersects the region between P and p}. By hypothesis K# 0. Since ,!I and p have the 

same endpoints on afD and since p,(F) is tight, each curve in K intersects p. Apply 

Lemma 2.2 with F= K and I =,M, to find a triangle d, = d(y,, y2, p) formed by curves 

y,, y1 E K with y, fl y2 lying between p and p and such that y’fl d i = 0 for any Y’E K, 

y’f yl, yz. Clearly, d, is again wrongly ordered. If n 1 is not minimal in cp,F, then 

the only curves in v)*F which intersect it are lifts of n(p). Let P;,, pi,, . . . , ,u,, =p be 

the lifts of z(p) cutting yi between P= y1 fl y2 and Q = y1 Op. Since rc(,~) is simple, 

the curves pi,, . . . , pi, intersect y2 in the same order as yI, moreover each of the 

triangles d(y,, y2,pi,) is wrongly ordered. In particular, d(y,, y2,,11,,) is wrongly 

ordered and minimal in p*F. 

Now, by Lemma 2.5, we can reverse the order of dl =il(y,,y2,&,) by finger 

moves. By Lemma 2.6, di is embedded on M. Hence, carrying out these moves in 

a small neighborhood of n(n,) on M, we may assume we do not disturb the order 

of other strands in p*(G), and also that the changes may be extended equivariantly 

to all of 1D. 

Clearly there are at most finitely many minimal triangles, up to r equivalence. 

An induction on the number which are wrongly ordered completes the proof. 0 0 

3. Intersection of curves and 7-orientability 

The linearity theorem may fail when the condition that q* maps words oriented 

coherently with r into words oriented coherently with r’ fails. Here is an example. 

Example B. Let M be a torus with one puncture, r= nr(A4) = (a, b 1) with funda- 

mental domain R as pictured in Fig. 4. Choose 9 taut r so that &a) =abP4, 

p(b) = b. (Geometrically, 9 is the fourth power of a Dehn twist about the image on 

M of the axis of 6). Let w1 =ab2, w2 = b. Then w,, w2 are defined by weights on 7 

and oriented coherently with r and w, + w2 = ab3. Now, yl(wl) = abe2, v)(w2) = 6, so 

that ~(wi),~(w~) are supported on r’, also p(w,)+cp(~~)=ab-~. However, &w,) 

and 9(w2) are oppositely oriented relative to T. We have ~(w, + w,) = p(ab3) = ab-‘, 

while I + &w2) = abp3, so that (p does not act linearly on the positive linear 

span of wl, w2. This example is discussed in more detail in Section 7. 
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Fig. 4 

More generally, Theorem 2.0 says nothing about the case of non-orientable r. Our 

next goal therefore is to extend the linearity theorem to this situation. In the light 

of the example just given, we need some new restrictions on the behavior of v, 

relative to the orientations of curves on r and 5’. Our idea is that, while r is non- 

orientable, there is nevertheless a local notion of relative orientation of two curves 

carried by r near points where they intersect. This notion will take over the role 

which the orientability of r played in our proof in Section 2. In this section we will 

set up the new ideas which we need. 

We saw in Lemma 2.1 that if y, 6 are tight simple curves in iD which are supported 

on r, and if PE yfld is in gR, then y, 6 meet a common side of gR. Using this com- 

mon side, we may have coherent orientations on y, 6 near P, relative to T by orienting 

y, 6 so that both curves point toward (or away from) s. If y, 6 cut two common sides 

.s,s’ of gR, it clearly will not matter whether we use s or s’ to fix coherent orien- 

tations. More generally, if y, 6 cut sides sr, s2, . . . ) Sk in g, R, g,R, . . . , g,R, and if 

PE g,R is pushed by equivariant finger moves through intermediate copies to 

P’eg,R, it will not matter whether we orient y,6 near P or near P’. 
Suppose that v, E Diff(M) and let y, y’ be tight curves in [D supported on r, with 

yfl y’= {P}. Since @ preserves order on JlD and since p*(y) and p*(y’), being tight, 

can intersect at most once, p*(y) and p*(y’) intersect in exactly one point Q. Orient 

y and y’ coherently at P relative to r. The map p* induces orientations on v*(y) and 

p*(y’). We say that v)* preserves r-orientation at P if whenever y and y’ are oriented 

coherently at P relative to y, the induced orientations on p*(y), q*(y’) are coherent 

near Q relative to T’. We say that CP+ preserves s-orientation of F if it preserves r 

orientation at each intersection point yny’, y, ~‘EF. Notice that it is exactly this 

condition which fails in Example B above. A detailed discussion of how to check 

this condition in practice is given in Section 7. 

TO prove the linearity theorem we need to impose one further condition on v)*, 

also relating to local orientation. 

Let Ai,i,,a, be the curves in a tight simple family F which determine a triangle 

d =A@,, A2,A3) in iD. As in the proof of Lemma 2.5, we may find equivariant finger 

moves which push the three intersection points P,, Pz, P, to points P;, Pi, Pi all con- 
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(b) 
Fig. 5. 

tained in the same copy gR of R and determining a triangle n ‘= d ‘(A;, Ai, nj) c gR. 
Since all curves in Fare supported on r, the edge <AI> of d’ collapses onto an edge 

E, of 7. If the edges E,, i= 1,2,3, are all distinct, i.e. if they join distinct switches 

of r, then they form a trigon T(d) on r. We say that d’ and d lie over T(d). 
Notice that it may happen that a different set of lifts of the three curves ~(2;) 

on A4 may lie over a different trigon on r. An example is given in Fig. 5. Here 

we take M to be a surface of genus two with fundamental region a symmetrical 

octagon of interior angle in, with generators Si pairing opposite sides of R. Thus 

r=(s,,s2,s3,s4 ~s,~~s3S4S1szS3s4). The three words wi =S,s,, w,=s,s, and ws =&s, 

are supported on the same train track. See Fig. 5a. The lifts A,,A2,A3 (Fig. 5b) in- 

tersect in Pi, P2, P3 to form a triangle d. On the other hand, we can push the inter- 

section points over into P;, Pi, Pj and find lifts A;, Ai, A; lying over d’ (Fig. 5~). 

Clearly, d and d’ lie over distinct trigons on 7. 

By an orientation on a triangle d we mean an orientation of &l. Assume that 

d = d(Ai, AZ, As) lies over a trigon T. The orientation on ad induces an orientation 

on the three sides (pi) which in turn induces an orientation on the corresponding 

edges of T(d). The orientations of d and T(d) may or may not coincide, see Fig. 

6. In the first case (Fig. 6(b)) we say that d lies proper/y over T(A), while in the 

latter case (Fig. 6(c)) we say that d is improperly reversed. Notice that by finger 

moves we can always placed in one copy of R and then transpose d without altering 

rri-parameters. It will be important later to ensure that neither of the families F 
and p,(F) in the proof of Theorem 2.0 contain improperly reversed triangles. 

Of course not all triangles in ID lie over trigons. This is illustrated in Fig. 7, in 

which all sides of the triangle formed by the intersection of the arcs labelled bcda, 
- - 

a&Id and dc& (see lower figure) lie over the same edge E(c, d) of r. The following 

lemma shows that those triangles which lie over trigons are preserved under dif- 

feomorphisms which preserve r-orientation: 

Lemma 3.1. Suppose that simple tight families F,v,F are supported on x,-train 
tracks r, 7’ where CJI E Diff(A4). Suppose that p* preserves r-orientation of F. Let 
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(b) A lies properly over T(A) (c) A is improperly reversed 

Cd) Surgery on (b). (e) Surgery on (c). 
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Fig. 6. 

A,, A,,A, E F form a triangle lying over a trigon on r. Then cp+A,, p,Az, paA form 
a triangle lying over a trigon on 5’. 

Proof. Since A,, A2,A3 intersect in pairs, so do the image curves p*A,, v)*&, pJ3 

and hence the image curves form a triangle. Since A,, &,A, lie over a trigon, we 

may orient them so that the r-orientations of each pair are incoherent at each inter- 

section point. Since p,* preserves r-orientation of F, the same will be true at each 
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Fig. 7. 

intersection of the image pairs. But this means that the image pairs lie over a 

trigon. 0 

Definition 3.2. Let F, cp*F be tight families supported on rc,-train tracks r, r’, where 

~0 E Diff(M), and suppose q~* preserves r-orientation of F. Then q~* preserves orien- 
tation of F-trigons if whenever A,,A,,A, EF form a triangle lying properly over a 

trigon Tin r, and q*A,, p*A,, q~+As form a triangle lying properly over a trigon T 
in r’, then the orientation on I,, AZ, A3 which comes from an anticlockwise orienta- 

tion on dT induces an anticlockwise orientation on aT’. 

Remark 3.3. The somewhat convoluted definition above seems to be necessary 

because it is not clear how to ascribe meaning directly to the image of a trigon on 
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r unless it is covered by curves forming a triangle in F. Further, it is not clear that 

if two different sets of curves cover the same trigon, that the ‘image trigons’ are the 

same. We discuss how to check condition 3.2 in Section 7. 

4. The Ljnearity Theorem, Part II (z arbitrary, r free) 

In this section we prove the linearity theorem for general (non-orientable) r, still 

keeping the assumption that r is free. 

Theorem 4.0. Let r,r’ be rt,-train tracks on M. Assume that I-= rt,M is free. 
Suppose v7 E Diff+(M). Suppose that for i = 1 , . . . , k, xj E Q(r) and q&q) E Q(7’). 

Let F be the family of lifts of curves corresponding to Xi, and suppose that Q?* 
preserves r-orientation of F and orientation of F-trigons. Then p* acts linearly on 

SP+{xl f . . ..+I. 

Proof. The added features we have to deal with are the notion of surgery for curves 

supported on non-orientable train tracks and the existence of trigons. First, we deal 

with surgery. 

Our definition of surgery in Section 2 depended on the orientation of 7; namely, 

at each intersection point of curves in F we moved onto the intersecting curve in the 

direction of the orientation of 7. We now replace this with motion consistent with 

relative 7-orientation at each intersection point; that is, we move from a curve onto 

the intersecting curve in such a way that this motion along the two curves is consis- 

tent with coherent r-orientation at the intersection point. We again denote the 

surgery of a family F supported on r by S,(F). 

Suppose that Fcontains curves which intersect in an improperly reversed triangle. 

It is easy to see that surgery on such a triangle does not even give tight curves, so 

that Lemma 2.3 fails, see Fig. 6(c),(e). However, this is the only problem. 

Lemma 4.1. Let F be a tight simple family supported on a rr,-train track 7, contain- 
ing no improperly reversed triangles. Then S,(F) is supported on 5 and 

x&m= c xy. 
YEF 

Proof. We may apply the proof of Lemma 2.3 noting that the hypothesis that r con- 

tains no trigons may be replaced by the fact that F contains no improperly reversed 

triangles. 0 

The following lemma shows that improperly reversed triangles may always be 

removed: 
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Lemma 4.2. Let F be u tight simple family supported on a n,-train track ?. Then 
there exists a family F’ with the same n,-parameters as F containing no improperly 
reversed tr~angie~. 

Proof. The idea is to push the ends of al1 strands of Fclose to the midpoints of sides 

of Fand use the fact that triangles with their vertices close to these midpoints cannot 

be improperly reversed. (This follows by continuity, since a triangle with vertices at 

these midpoints is certainly not improperly reversed.) 

To do this we construct an isotopy f: M*M as follows: f fixes vertices and mid- 

points of sides of 3R but pushes any other point on aR towards the midpoint of the 

side containing it; f extends smoothly to the rest of M. We say such an f is an (E, S)- 

contraction if whenever x ES, d(x, as) > E, then dcf(x), P(s)) < 6 for all sides s of R. 
Let F be a tight family on z. Replace the family f(F) by the family F’ in which 

each segment of a curve in f(F) which joins sides .s,s’ of R is replaced by the geo- 

desic with the same endpoints on aR. Clearly F’ is a tight family with the same 

n,-parameters as F. Choosing c so small that no curves in F lie within E of a vertex 

of R, and choosing 6 so small that curves whose endpoints lie within 6 of the mid- 

points of sides do not form improperly reversed triangles, we find a famiiy F’ as re- 

quired. 0 

Thus from now on we may assume that both families F,cp,(F) are replaced by 

families with the same n,-parameters but containing no improperly reversed 

triangles. The proof of Lemma 2.3 now carries over, provided we note that the se- 

quence of segments of F,y?,F to be followed in doing the surgeries S,(F) and 

.S,,(v*F) are now determined not by the orientations of 7, T’, but by relative r- 

orientations at intersection points, which by hypothesis are preserved by rp,. 

Following the scheme of proof in Section 2, to comprete the proof of Theorem 

4.0 we must simply show that the combinatorial pattern of (o,F may be altered by 

finger moves until it coincides with that of F. We must ensure that our moves do 

not reintroduce improperly reversed triangles into qKF. 
Let A be a triangle in q?*F. Just as in Section 2 we may apply finger moves to the 

vertices of A until they a11 lie in a common copy of R. The three sides of A either 

all lie over the same branch of r, or A lies over a trigon T. In the first case, A may 

be transposed if necessary without altering n,-parameters exactly as in Lemma 2.5. 

In the second, by hypothesis A is not improperly reversed and hence has the same 

orientation as the trigon T. Moreover, the corresponding triangle A’ in Flies over 

a trigon T’ by Lemma 3.1, and by hypothesis is also not improperly reversed. By 

the hypothesis that p* preserves orientation of T trigons, the orientations of T and 

7” correspond. Hence the orientations of A and A ’ agree and so A cannot be, in the 

terminology of Lemma 2.7, a wrongly ordered triangle. The same method as in 

Lemma 2.7 now completes the proof of Theorem 4.0. El 
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5. The closed surface 

In this section we introduce the extra technicalities needed to deal with the case 

in which M is a closed surface, so that f is no longer free. The actual proof of the 

linearity theorem in this situation will be compIeted in Section 6. 

As mentioned in the introduction, we need to make heavy use of the results in 

[l] in which we proved that under appropriate hypotheses on R and &, the cutting 

sequences of geodesics are shortest words. We also make use of the restrictions, also 

investigated in detail in [l], imposed on a shortest word by the requirement that it 

be simple. For convenience, we will summarize all the definitions and results we 

need from [1] here. 

Choose a hyperbolic metric on M and a realisation of M as [D/1” for some Fuch- 

sian group r. Let R be a fundamental domain for I-acting in D, and let N be the 

set of images of aR under r. We assume that N is a union of complete geodesics 
in D, and further that R has at least five sides. In the language of [l], R has even 

corners. Notice that the tiling of D by symmetric 4g-gons of interior angle n/2g 

gives such an N for the closed surface of genus g. Our results will apply to any choice 

of R,T with the above property, whether or not D/T is a closed surface. 

As before, we choose as generators of f hyperbolic isometries which pair cor- 

responding sides of R. The convention for labelling sides of R and of its r-translates 

is as in Section 1. 

We assume, as in [l], that the generating set rR is alternating, i.e. there is a map 

e : r, --$ { + 1, - 1 > such that Q(X) =Q(x- ‘) and so that Q(X) = -e(Y) wherever x,x’ 

are adjacent labels on CUR. This condition is satisfied for standard choices of R,T,. 
For details, consult [ 11. We need this hypothesis in order to avoid certain complica- 

tions in the solution to the conjugacy problem in r. 

Cutting sequences are defined as before, with a qualification. Let V(N) be the set 

of r-translates of vertices of R in Int D. Let 9 be a curve on M, and let y be a lift 

of p to D. 

If for some UE V(N), u E y, but y is not coincident with a side of N, then we 

deform y in a neighborhood of u to pass round one or another side [ 1, Fig. la]. 

Notice that the two possible cutting sequences we obtain correspond to the two com- 

plimentary halves of the relation in rcorresponding to u. If y coincides with a net 

edge, then we move it slightly into a homotopic curve which runs to one side of and 

roughly parallel to the original curve [I, Fig. lb]. Moving to the other side would 

give a conjugate word in 1”. With this modification, the cutting sequence o(y) is 

always we11 defined, although for curves which pass through vertices of N they are 

non-unique. If y is a geodesic, we call the primitive period of o(y) the geodesic word 
of y. 

The main result of [l] is that, if R has even corners, then geodesic words are 

cyclically shortest in the word metric of r, r,. In other words, geodesics are tight 

in the sense of Section 1. In [l] we characterized all shortest words, and showed that 
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if in addition r’ is alternating, then a cyclically shortest word is shortest in its con- 

jugacy class. To state all this precisely we need some further definitions. 

Orient aR anticlockwise. Suppose that eer, is such that the side of R with 

exterior label e has initial vertex u E Int D. Let w(e) = w,(e) be the label of the 

next side of N in clockwise order round u. If 2n(u) sides of N meet at o, then 

e. v(e) . . . w 2n(“)P l(e) = Be,( ) e is a relation in r. (Notice that 5?“(e) is not the same 

as the order of labels around aR; thus in the group of Fig. 1, 9U(e)=abdbcdcd 
while the order round aR is ababcdcd.) We call any subword of 9?‘,(e) or B’,(e)) ’ 

of length at least 2 a cycle, and a cycle of length n(u) we call a half cycle. A cycle 

of length n(u) + 1 we call long and a cycle of length n(u) - 1 we call short. If u is 

a cycle and if uw=P.&“, then iV is the complement of u. A half-cycle switch in a 

word w replaces a half cycle by its complement. Obviously this operation preserves 

word length. More generally, a cycle switch replaces a cycle by its complement. 

If u=e. w(e) . . . ly ‘(‘je2(e) is a short cycle, then we call the short cycle w= 

W-2(e)WP3(e) . . . I+-~(“) (e) its opposite. Likewise w is the opposite of ii. 

Let o, w be vertices of R adjacent in anticlockwise order round JR. The clockwise 

cycles . . . vu (4, fw, W . . . at u, w are consecutive if w:(e) = w; ‘cf). We make 

a similar definition for anticlockwise cycles. A sequence of consecutive cycles 

c,c, . . . C, we call a chain. If C,,C, are half cycles and C2, . . ..Ck_t are short 

cycles, then the chain is long. Note that the vertices corresponding to such a se- 

quence of cycles occur along one side of N. In this situation we may successively 

switch the cycles C,, C,, . . . , C, to obtain a chain C; . . . CL of short cycles in which 

c;, .., ) CL_, are the opposites of C,, . . . , C,_ , . This new chain obviously has 

shorter length; in particular, a word containing a long chain cannot be shortest. 

If ct . . . c,, c; . . . Ci are two chains which are equal as elements of r, then we 

say that C, . . . C,, C; . . . CL are complementary. It is shown in [l] that in this situa- 

tion for each i, C, and C,! are cycles at the same vertex ui, and that one chain may 

obtained from the other by a succession of cycle switches at the vertices u;. We call 

such a replacement process a chain switch. 
The following summarises the main results of [l]: 

Theorem 5.1 (Birman and Series [ 1, Theorem 2.121). Let R be a fundamental region 
for r with at least 5 sides’ and even corners, and suppose that the associated 
generating set r, is alternating. Then 

(i) Two shortest words representing the same element of T differ only in a 
number of disjoint blocks, which are complementary halves of chains. 

(ii) A cyclic word in r, is cyclically shortest if and only if it contains no long 
cycles or long chains. 

(iii) Geodesic words are cyclically shortest words. 
(iv) If w, z are cyclically shortest conjugate words, then they have the same length. 

Either they agree up to half-cycle switches and cyclic permutations, or z = C, . . . C,, 

’ This condition is not quite the most general. See [I] for details. 
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w=c; . . . Ci where each Ci is a short cycle and Cl! is the opposite of Ci for 1~ is k, 
and eze-‘= w for some e E FR where eC1, CLe are half cycles so that eC, . . . C, and 
c; . . . Cie are complementary chains. In this last case w,z are the geodesic words 
associated to a side C of the net N. i? 

We now turn to the additional condition we need to impose on train tracks to en- 

sure that multiple simple words which are defined by a set of weights on the track 

are cyclically shortest. We form weighted graphs of multiple cyclic words and 

multiple loops in S(M) exactly as before. The switch conditions (Condition 1.1) and 

boundary conditions (Restriction 1.2) on weights and train tracks remain in force. 

A cyclic word w is said to contain a generu~ised cycle of length k>O if there is 

a cycle =ew(e) . . . @(e) such that for each j= 0 , . . . , k - 1 the two letter sequence 

@(c)w’“‘(e) or its inverse occurs in w. Likewise w contains a generalised chain if 

all two letter sequences which occur in some chain appear, possibly inverted, in w. 

Notice that the 2-letter sequences in question in w need not be coherently oriented, 

i.e. some may be oriented as in C, others as in C-t. 

We call an edge of a train track r on R a corner branch if it joins the points 

P(~?),P((D,(~)), corresponding to a cycle of length two. We say that r supports a 

generalised cycle of length k if it contains the k- 1 corner branches corresponding 

to the k- 1 adjacent pairs in some generalised cycle. Likewise r supports a generalis- 

ed chain if it contains branches corresponding to each of the adjacent pairs of sides 

in a generalised chain. We call branches which join the end of one cycle to the begin- 

ning of the next, kicking branches. 
Our cycle and chain restriction is: 

Condition 5.2. z supports no generalised long cycles or long chains. 

Remark. Checking Condition 5.2 for generalised long chains is really only a finite 

check. Since the sequence of vertices occurring along a side of N is necessarily 

periodic, so is the corresponding sequence of consecutive cycles. Thus we only have 

to fill in all the corner branches of T at each of these vertices, together with all possi- 

ble linking branches, to make the check. 

Any train track on R satisfying Condition 1.1, Restriction 1.2 and Condition 5.2 

is called a n,-train track. It is clear that any word supported on such a track is 

shortest. For any non-shortest word must, by Theorem 5.l(ii), contain either a iong 

cycle or a long chain, which would obviously violate Condition 5.2. Notice that, in 

contrast to the Thurston school, we do not exclude the possibility of bigons on our 

train tracks. In fact bigons occur frequently, corresponding to cycle switches at the 

vertices V(N). 

It is somewhat more subtle to see that any simple words can be supported on a 

train track satisfying Condition 5.2. To see this, we need to make use of the extra 

restrictions which apply to shortest words which are in addition simple. These are 

discussed in detail in [l, Section 31. 
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Recall that a word is simple if it represents an element of S(M). We shall say that 

a simple word w is strongly simple if it is cyclically shortest and if tight curves in 

D with cutting sequence . . . www , , . project to simple curves on M. This last condi- 

tion is vacuous if either V(/(N) = 0 (implying r free) or if . . . ww . . . contains no half 

cycles. If w is geodesic and simple, then it is obviously strongly simple, however the 

converse is not true. A non-geodesic word obtained from a simple geodesic word 

by cycle or chain switching may give rise to a curve in D which does not project to 

a simple loop. 

The following result generalises [l, Theorem 3.11. The statement in [l] refers to 

simple words; in our situation it will be enough to restrict to strongly simple w. 

Theorem 5.3. Lef w be a strongly simple word in rR. Then w contains no generalis- 
ed long cycles or long ~haj~ls. 

Proof. Let A(w) denote a collection of arcs joining pairs of sides of R, where 

x,(e,f) arcs join the side containing P(e) to the side containing P(f), e, f ErR. 

Since w is strongly simple, the curve obtained by linking up the arcs in A(w) accor- 

ding to the glueing pattern of lit has cutting sequence w. 

Suppose that w contains a generalised long chain made up of adjacent pairs of 

letters in a sequence of consecutive cycles C, . . . C, at vertices u,, . . . , ok. We may 

assume that k> 1, for otherwise we have the case of a long cycle already dealt with 

in [ 11. Choose k to be minimal among generalised long chains. Let ei, J; be the final 

and initial letters in Ci, C,, I respectively, for 1 I is k - 1. 

Consider the arc in A(w) which meets the side of iK containing P(c,), 15 is k - 1, 
which is closest to the vertex u,. We claim that this arc is parallel to the linking 

branch of r joining P(I?;) to P(h). For if not, the arc closest to ui runs parallel to 

the corner edge from P(P;) to P(W(e;)). But then C,C, . . . Cit//(ei)- ’ is a shorter 

generalised long chain in w, contrary to choice of k. Likewise the arc pi which 

meets the side labelled P(f;) closest to ui+ 1 is parallel to the linking branch from 

P(4) to P(A); and in fact we must have (xi =pi. Now consider the arcs a;, 

1 I is k- 1, together with the arcs parallel to the corner edges in each of the cycles 

C,, . . . . C, which are closest to the vertices ul, . . . , uk. When R is glued up to form 

AI, all these arcs link forming a long chain in w. Uut this means w was not shortest, 

contrary to hypothesis. n 

We can now summarize our results in a generalization of Theorem 1.3. Once 

again, we leave the proof to the reader. 

Theorem 5.4. (i) Let r be a x,-train track and let x E 52(r). Then W(x) is a multiple 
strongly simple word. 

(ii) Let A be a multiple simple loop whose cutting sequence is tight. Then r(A) 
is a xl-train track and x, E&?(T). 

(iii) Let W be a strongly sjrn~~e n~u~t~~~e word conta~njng no ~om~onenfs ~4hjch 
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surround a puncture or which are parallel to &Vf. Then the graph G(W) is a 
n,-train track T and X~/E 52(r). 0 

Suppose that A and A ’ are multiple simple loops consisting of tight curves which 

represent the same element of S(M). Component by component, A and A’ are freely 

homotopic, and thus the corresponding words are conjugate in r. If aM#B, so that 

r is free, this means that w,, w,,, differ only by cyclic permutation, so that 

t(A)=r(A’) and x,, =x,,,. For closed surface groups, Theorem 5.l(iv) guarantees 

that any component of A which is not homotopic to the projection of a side of N 

differs from the corresponding component of A’ only by cyclic permutations and 

cycle-switching. It can then happen that 7(,4)+7(/l') (see Fig. 8). This possibility 

motivates our next definition: strongly simple cyclic words W, W’ differ by a chain 
switch on r if W, w’ differ by a chain switch and if both xw and x~EQ(~). Such 

words are said to be r-equivalent and we regard their nr-parameters as the same. 

There is a subtle point here: while a chain switch may always be achieved by a se- 

quence of cycle switches, a chain switch on 7 may not be realizable as a sequence 

of cycle switches on r. For this reason we regard chain-switching on T, not cycle- 

switching, as the basic operation. 

We shall slightly strengthen the definition of a tight simple family by requiring 

that all curves in it have strongly simple cutting sequences. We also require that all 

the curves are deformed so that they do not contain vertices in V(N) and are not 

coincident with sides of N. 

Suppose that P E Diff(M) and that .A E S(M). We write P&Y) for any weight on 

any xi-train track 7‘ which represents q(A). In general there may be several dif- 

ferent choices of v*(x), and they may not even all lie on the same nr-track. In what 

follows we assume that a definite choice of p*(x) is made which satisfies all the 

stated conditions. 

If y is a tight curve in iD whose cutting sequence is W(x), XEQ(T), then by p*(y) 

we mean any curve in D whose edge path is W(y1*(x)), p*(x) E Q(s'), and whose end- 

points on 8U) are @(a~), where 3y are the endpoints of y on aD. This makes sense 

because chain-switching does not change the endpoints at infinity of a curve. 

Fig. 8 
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6. The Linearity Theorem (general case) 

In this section we show how to modify the proof of Theorem 4.0 to include the 

case when M is a closed surface. We assume throughout that R and r, are chosen 

as in Section 5 and that our train tracks satisfy Restriction 1.2 and Condition 5.2. 

The most general statement of the linearity theorem is then as follows: 

Theorem 6.0. Let t, r’ be n,-train tracks on M. Let (D E Diff(M) and let xi E Q(t), 
q*(x,)EQ(?)fori=l,..., k. Let F be the family of lifts of curves corresponding to 
x,, and suppose that q~ preserves t-orientation of F. Then if either (i) p E Difft(M) 

and preserves orientation of F-trigons or (ii) v, E Diff(M) and reverses orientation 
of F-trigons, then q* acts linearly on Sp+{x,, . . . ,xk}. 

Remark. The extension of our result to orientation reversing maps ~7 is trivial. The 

proofs are modified in that we now have to see that the combinatorial patterns of 

F and p,(F) coincide after suitable moves. Triangles which do not lie over trigons 

can be transposed at need as before and our hypothesis implies that the orientation 

of triangles over trigons behaves correctly. Notice that the condition that v, preserves 

r-orientation of F depends only on relative orientations of pairs of curves, and is 

thus unchanged. 

We now embark on the admittedly tedious task of modifying the work in Sections 

2-4 to cover the closed surface case. We have to take into account the existence of 

bigons on r, and trigons which are not contained in one fundamental region, see 

Fig. 9. 

We begin by collecting some results about n-gons on T for n = 0,1,2,3. 

Lemma 6.1. Let 5 be a rr,-train track. Then 
(i) r contains no nullgons (n = 0), or monogons (n = 1). 

(ii) Each bigon (n = 2) on 5 represents the complementary halves of a chain. 
(iii) If B is a bigon on r, then there are no trigons in the closed region enclosed 

by the sides of B. 

Proof. (i) A nullgon or monogon on r would represent a non-trivial loop or arc 

which passed twice through the same copy of R, or once, with both of its ends on 

the same switch. Its cutting sequence would then represent the identity. However, 

this is impossible because any path on T is a shortest word in I-. 

(ii) A bigon on t represents two curves with the same initial and final points 

whose cutting sequences differ. Since both cutting sequences are by hypothesis 

shortest, they differ, according to Theorem 5.1, by a chain switch on r. 

(iii) The bigon B is associated to a chain C, C, . . . C, and its complement 

c;c; . . . Ci, where each Ci and each C,! is a cycle about a vertex ui in V(N). Adja- 

cent vertices Ui, Ui+ 1 are joined by an edge of N, and this edge might contain an in- 

terior switch pi on r. The points pl, . . . , prPl are the only possible switches of T 
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Fig. 9. 

interior to B, hence the only possible edges of T interior to B are the four corner 

edges at each pi. Label these (Y;, pi, yi, 6,) in cyclic order about pi, where (Y;, pi are 

corner edges in the cycle about ui and yi, 6i are corner edges in the cycle about ui+ , 

(see Fig. 10). The switch conditions on T imply that (Y; (resp. pi) occurs if and only 

if y, (resp. S;) occurs. We obtain a trigon on r if and only if both pi and yi, or both 

(Y; and ~5~ occur for some i. However, if both ai and pi occur (or if both yi and 6; 

occur), then r will contain a generalized long cycle about Ui (or vi+,). 0 

We now examine the results of Section 2. Everything up to and including the 

proof of the special case of Theorem 2.0 goes through without change. The only 

additional feature that we need to introduce is that the moves needed to change the 

combinatorial pattern of q,(F) into that of F must now include not only finger 

moves but also chain switches on T. Such moves do not (by definition) change 

rrt-parameters. The following lemmas extend Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5. 
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Fig. 10. 

Lemma 6.2 (cf. Lemma 2.4). Let A = A@,, Ax, A3) be a triangle formed by curves in 
a tight simple family supported on a z,-train track t. Suppose that (pi), (~j> both 
intersect some translate gR of R. Then the cutting sequences of (Ai), <2j) between 
Pk and gR either coincide or differ by a chain switch on r. This chain switch may 
be carried out without changing the orientation of A. 

Proof. The proof is the same as for Lemma 2.4, except that we use Theorem 5.1(i) 

to see that the cutting sequences of (A;), <1j) from Pk to gR differ, if at all, by 

chain switches. These switches lie on r because both Izj and Aj do. The last state- 

ment is clear. 0 

Lemma 6.3 (cf. Lemma 2.5). Let A = A(A1, &, A3) be a triangle formed by curves in 
a tight simple family supported on a rt,-train track and suppose that A fl V(N) = 0. 
Then A may be transposed by finger moves on Ai. 

Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 2.5, we consider the cutting sequences of (A,), 

starting from P,. Either all three sides intersect a common region gR, or the points 

P,, P2 lie in half planes bounded by sides s,,s2 of gR and away from gR. If 

(A3) flgR = 0, then n contains those vertices of a(gR) which lie between s1 and s2, 

contrary to hypothesis. 

We note also that, since A n V(N) =0, the cutting sequences of (Ai) and (A2) 

from gR to P3 must coincide. The remainder of the proof is as in Lemma 2.5. 0 

It follows from Lemma 6.3 that triangles with A fl V(N) = 0 may be treated exact- 

ly as before. When A fl V(N) #0 we have to look a little more closely. 

Assume again that A = A@,,,12,A3) is a triangle formed by curves in a tight sim- 

ple family. Working on the lines of Lemma 2.4, we push the intersection points Pi 
of the Ai by finger moves (but not cycle switches) until each Pi lies in a region gR 
in which <~j), (lk) leave gR across distinct edges Sj,S/, (here (3LJ), (Ak) are oriented 
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pointing away from P,). Thus in gR, (A,) and (Ak) lie over distinct branches of r 

which meet at a switch Qi on aR. The three branches of r defined by the edges (Ai) 

and running between the Q, enclose, since A f7 V(N) + 0, a non-empty simply con- 

nected region in lD. Using Lemma 6.1 we see immediately that this region must be 

either a bigon or a trigon. (In the case of orientable r, the second case is of course 

excluded.) 

We say that A lies over a bigon or a trigon, depending on which case we are in. 

Lemma 6.4 (cf. Lemma 2.5). Let A = A (,I,, AZ, ,13) be a triangle formed by curves in 
a tight simple family F supported on a x,-train track s, and suppose that A lies 
over a bigon on T. Then A may be transposed by finger moves and chain switches 
on T. 

Proof. We shall show that A may be replaced by a triangle containing no vertices 

in V(N). The proof is then completed using Lemma 6.3 above. 

Let (A,) be the side of A so that the vertices of the bigon covered by A lie at the 

ends of (As). The other side of the bigon is formed by (Al) followed by (AI), say, 

denote this (Ai)( Since the cutting sequences of (A3) and (Ai) are both 

shortest and have the same endpoints, they can differ only by a chain switch. Thus 

(A3) may be chain switched on T to a path whose cutting sequence coincides with 

that of (A,)(A,); in particular the new triangle we obtain in this way contains no 

vertices of V(N). 0 

The remainder of Section 2 now goes through as before. Notice that a triangle 

in F either lies over a single branch of r, in which case Lemma 6.3 applies, or over 

a bigon, which is covered in Lemma 6.4. Nullgons and monogons do not occur in 

virtue of Lemma 6.1(i), while trigons do not occur because r is assumed orientable. 

We now arrive at Section 3. We must first check that the concept of coherent 

orientation relative to r is invariant under chain switching on r. 

Lemma 6.5. Let y, 6 be curves in a tight simple family which are supported on a train 
track T. Suppose that P = y rl6, and that y, 6 have been oriented coherently near P. 
Let 6’ be obtained from 6 by a chain switch on r, and let P’= yn8’. Let 6’ have 
the orientation induced by 6. Then y,6’ are oriented coherently near P’. 

Proof. Let C be the segment of 6 which corresponds to the chain which is to be 

switched, and let C’ be the complementary chain. Then a’=& C+ C’. If P= ynS 
does not lie on C, there is nothing to prove, so we assume PE C. Since S, 6’ have 

the same endpoints at infinity, it is clear that 6’ also intersects y, say at Q E C’. Now 

if the orientations of y, 6’ are not coherent near Q, then the path on r from the point 

R where 6,6’ diverge along 6 to P, then along y to Q, then back along 6’ to R, is 

a monogon on r, which is impossible. 0 
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We now need to verify that the notion of orientation of trigons is invariant under 

chain switching on r. 

Lemma 6.6. Suppose that curves /IiT i= 1,2,3 in a tight simple family form a 
triangle A lying properly over a trigon T on a x,-train track r. Let A; be obtained 
from I, by a chain switch on r. Then the curves 2,,,12,,13 lie over a trigon T, and 
the orientations of aT and aT’ given by an orientation of 1,,A3 and a common 
orientation of I, and 2; coincide. 

Proof. Orient the ,I; so that aA and hence aT are oriented anticlockwise. The sides 

Ai are oriented incoherently at each intersection Pi. By Lemma 6.5 the same is true 

at the intersection points of A;, A, and Aj. This means that the curves A;, &, ,I, also 

lie over a trigon T’. 

Let B be the bigon on r bounded by the branches of 7 corresponding to the two 

complementary halves of the chain in A, and A;. The trigons T and T’ differ only 

by B, that is, T- T’U T’- TC B. By Lemma 6.l(iii), at most two vertices of T lie 

in B. Let P be the third vertex. Then P lies on the same side of the two curves II 

and ,I; in [D, further, P must also be a vertex of T’. From this it follows easily that 

the orientations of aT and aT’ are the same. 0 

The proof of Lemma 3.1, and Definition 3.2, now make sense and carry through 

unchanged. Notice that if A fl V(N) #0, then A cannot be improperly reversed. For 

let u E V(N)fl A. Then u lies to the same side of each side /I; of A and the cor- 

responding branch of r, so that the orientations of A and the trigon it covers must 

be the same. 

Finally, in the proof of Theorem 4.0, at the end of Section 4, we must add the 

possibility of triangles containing bigons. These are dealt with by Lemma 6.4. The 

proof of Theorem 6.0 is complete. 0 

7. Detecting intersections 

The main result of this paper, the general case of the linearity theorem (Theorem 

6.0) has been proved. Examples are in order, but confront us with an immediate 

problem: how can one check in specific cases whether the conditions imposed on 

v)* in Theorem 6.0 are satisfied? The goal of this section is to show how this can 

be done. Our approach as before, is to concentrate on the case when r is free or 

when, if r is not free, the words we are considering contain no half cycles. The 

exceptional case is treated either in comments in square brackets [ ] or deferred to 

the end of the section. All the words we discuss in this section should be assumed 

to be strongly simple. 
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Detecting intersections between curves 

Our starting point is Lemma 2.1, which implies that if y, y’ are tight simple curves 

which intersect in D and are both supported on the same xi-train track, then the 

cyclic words a(y), a(~‘) when appropriately oriented have a common block B. How- 

ever, cyclic words may have a common block even though the corresponding words 

do not intersect. To determine whether or not a common block in a pair of words 

corresponds to an intersection, we proceed as follows. 

Let w, w’ be cyclically shortest words with a common letter ~0” and assume w, w’ 

are oriented so that u0 occurs with the same orientation in both. Let y, y’ be curves 

whose cutting sequences are the doubly infinite periodic words E = . . . www . . ., 

E’= . . . w’w’w’... , positioned so that both paths leave the region R across the 

common (exterior) edge uo. The endpoints of y, y’ on aD are exactly the fixed 

points of w, w’. 

Let B=u_ m . . . u_ ,UOUl . . . u, denote the maximal block along which E,E’ are 

coincident, and let S be the chain of regions (up, . . . K,)~‘R, . . . , UC ‘R, R, uoR, . . . , 

U()U~ . . . u,R. Then y fl y’c S, for if y and y’ both intersected the region gR $ S there 

would be two shortest paths from, say, u. . . . u,R to gR, which is impossible. 

(In the closed surface case, assume all cycles and chains in E or E’ which may be 

switched on r are anticlockwise. The two shortest paths can differ at most by cycle 

switches, however since both paths have all the cycles and chains with the same 

orientation they must coincide.) 

Suppose that E= . . . eBf . . . , E’= . . . e'Bf' . . . , where by assumption e # e’ and f +;f’. 

Since ytl y’c S, the order of the endpoints of y and y’ on 8 D is the same as the order 

of the (exterior) sides f and f’ of u. . . . u, R = R, and P, P’ of (up m . . . u_ 1)p ‘R = RP m 

around &S (see Fig. 11). Thus y and y’ have an intersection corresponding to the 

common letter u0 if and only if the pairs of sides f of R,, 6~ of R_, and f’ of R,, 

P’ of R-, separate each other round &S. 

Now one can detect which of these situations occurs mechanically, by a rule 

explained in detail in [212, as follows. Order the symbols in rR in the anticlockwise 

order in which they appear around the exterior of R. (Thus in Example A we have 

rR = {a, 5, d, b, c, d, C, d} .) This is a cyclic ordering, well defined up to cyclic per- 

mutation. Let e, f,g E r, be distinct. We say that e preceeds f relative to g, writ- 

ten e<, f, if e occurs before f in the cyclic order of rR starting at the exterior label 

g. For example, referring to Example A, Fig. l(a), we have b<sd while d<, 6. 

Writing E= . . . eBf . . . , E’= . . . e’Bf’... as above, y and y’ have an intersection cor- 

responding to u. only if the order of c,P’ relative to u_, is the same as the order 

of J; f’ relative to ii,. In this situation we say that w and w’ intersect across B. 

We illustrate this with examples B and C. 

* Similar ideas have been exploited in [4] to count self-intersection numbers of non-simple curves. 
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Example B (cf. Section 3). With w, =ab2, w2=b we have E=E(w,)= 

. ..abbabbabb... , E’=E(w,)=... bbb . . . . These have a maximal common block 

B = bb, thus eBf = a(b e’Bf’= b(bb)b. Since 6 preceeds d as one goes around the 

boundary of R starting at b in Fig. 4, we have si >b 6. Similarly, a>5 b, hence there 

is an intersection across B. (This can also be checked by drawing the two curves care- 

fully on R.) 

Example C. Let A4,T be as in Example A, so that r, is the cyclically ordered set 

(a,6,~,b,c,iS,1?,d). Let w, =b, w,=bc&, w,=d, w,=cd, w,=abcd, w,=cdSah. 

We claim that the intersection matrix for tight representatives yt, . . . , y6 of these six 

shortest words, yi= rr(y(wj)), is as given in Table 1. We check y2fIy4, leaving the 

remaining cases to the tireless reader. We have E = E(wJ = . . . bc& b&k . . . , E’= 
- - - 

E(w4) = . . . cdcdcd . . . , E” = E(W4) = . . . ds;dL;dC.. . . There are two common blocks to 

investigate, namely cd in E, E’ and C in E, E”. Tackling E, E’ first, we have B = cd, 

u_ m = c, u,, = d, eBf = b(cd)t?, e’Bf’= li(cd)c. Then g>C d, c>~ c, hence an intersec- 

tion occurs. On the other hand, if we look at E and E” we have B=c, so IL, =C, 

ii, = c, eBf = d(?)b, e”Bf”= d(c)d, and d<, d, b>, d, so no intersection occurs. 

Therefore y2, y4 intersect once, across the common block cd in w2, w,. 

Remark. Notice that, as in the example above, it is necessary to compare both of 

the two possible relative orientations of the words in question. 
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Yl Y2 y3 Y4 Ys YS 

YI 0 0 0 1 1 

Y2 0 1 0 1 

Y3 1 1 0 

Y4 0 1 

Y5 1 

Y6 

Checking that v)* preserves s-orientation 

We now turn to the question of verifying that a diffeomorphism preserves r- 

orientation of intersecting curves. Assume that words IV, w’ lie on a n,-train track 

T while v)* w, p*w’ lie on r’, and that w and w’ intersect across a common block B, 
corresponding to an intersection of appropriate lifts y(w), y(w’) in UI. Then the 

image curves p*(y), p*(y’) intersect and hence V*(W), p*(w’) have a common block 

B’. The problem is to identify which of the common blocks in p*(w) and p,(w’) 

corresponds to the intersection of w, w’ across B. 
Orient w and w’ so that the common block B appears as B (and not B- ‘) in both 

words. After cyclically permuting w and w’ if necessary, the two sequences ww . . . , 
w’w’... may both be taken to begin with B. Let the primitive periods of these se- 

quences be U, u’, where now U, U’ are thought of as ordinary (not cyclic) words. Thus 

the initial letters of u and U’ are the same as the initial letter of B. One can identify 

the block B’ by applying the following lemma: 

Lemma 7.1. In the situation above, suppose that ~(u)=xvX, ~I(u’)=x’v’x’, where 
v = p*(w), v’= q~*(w’) are cyclically reduced and supported on s’; x,x’ are words in 
r, and where xvv . . . , x’v’v’... are shortest. Then there exist E, &I= + 1 and a word 
z so that 

(i) z is the initial block of both xvEvE . . . and x’vf”‘vfE’ . . . . 
(ii) lz/ >max(lxi, Ix’l) (here Iz/ denotes the word length of z). 

(iii) The part of z contained in vEvE . . . and v’~“v’“’ . . . is part of the common block 
B’ of q~*w, q~*w’ corresponding to the intersection of w, w’ across B. 

Further, p* preserves t-orientation of w, w’ at B if and only if EE’= - 1. 

As the statement of the lemma is somewhat involved, we give two examples before 

continuing with the proof. 

Example B (continued). We showed above that the words wl =abb, w2= b of 

Example C intersect once across the common block B = bb. To put ourselves in the 

situation of the lemma, replace wr by its cyclic permutation u = bba and set u’= 
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w, = b. Thus uu . . . = bbabb . . . and u’u’. . . = bbb . . . both begin with B. Notice that 

in this case B occupies more than one period of U’U’ . . . . 

Now computing without cyclic reduction we find p(u) = b2ab4 = b*(a6*)6* and 

q(u’) = b. Thus with the notation of the lemma, 

x=b*, v = a6*, x’=0 and v’=b. 
Thus 

xvv . . . = b*ab*a6* -- 
. . . , xvv . . . = b4nb2nb2 . . . , 

--- I , I xvv . ..=bbb . . . . R’V’V’ . . . = bbb . . . . 

Both xvv . . . and x60 . . . begin with the same block b* as x’v’v’ . . . . However, only 

for xfXJ... does the block extend into 0~ . . . . Thus E=-1, e’=+l, z=b4, B’=b*, 
and since EE’= - 1, cp* reserves r-orientation at B. 

Example C (continued). First note (Fig. 16(a)) that G(W) is a simple graph, hence 

a rr,-train track, T. Note that it is non-orientable. 

Let v, E Aut r be defined by 

&a) = a55cdC, a,(c) = cdcbcd, 

p(b) = cdcbbadcbbn, p(d) = drbndd&dc. 

We claim that q* preserves r-orientation at each of the eight intersection points 

yi tl vj, and verify this assertion at the point y2fl y4 studied earlier. As in the 

previous example we replace w2= bc& by its cyclic permutation u=c&b and let 

u’= w,=cd, so that u and U’ both begin with the common block cd across which 

y2 intersects y4. Applying ~1, we obtain 
- - 

p(c&b) = cdcbcdcdcbcdcbbii, 
-- - - 

9(&i) = c&bcdcdCbcddabcd. 

Our words are cyclically reduced as written, so x=x’= 0 and our first word is v, the 

second v’. These begin with the common block z = c&bc&&bcd. Thus E = E’= + 1, 

and p* preserves r-orientation of y2fIy4. 

Proof of Lemma 7.1 (Fig. 12(a)). Let y(w) and I be tight curves in D which 

intersect across B. Consider the endpoint r E 8 D of the path xvv . . . starting from 0. 

This is fixed by xvx- ‘, and hence <=@(~(w)~), where Ye is the positive end- 

point of y(w) on aID. The endpoints of XUD . . . and x’v” ‘v”’ . . . are similarly iden- 

tified. The curves y(v*(w)), y(~*(w’)) with paths . . . vu . . . , . . . v’v’... , join these 

endpoints and, because @ is order preserving on aD, intersect in a region gR across 

the block B. For some choice of E, E’= + 1, the region gR is connected to 0 by both 

the paths xvEvE . . . and x’v’~‘v’~‘. . . , in particular, g =xz =x’z’ in r where 

zc vEvE . . . , Z’C dE’dE . . . ) and z, z’#0. Since I- is a free group and the words xz, 

x’z’ are reduced, we must have xz =x/z’ as words in K Moreover, z contains at least 

one of the common letters of the block B’. The condition EE’= + 1 is exactly the con- 

dition that B’ appear with the same orientation in . . . vu . . . and . . . v’v’... . 
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[If I- is a free group, then it is always possible to write p(u), (D(u’) in the required 

form. For the closed surface, this is not necessarily the case. However, if it is possi- 

ble, then the lemma applies as stated except that we now find words z,z’ which are 

the initial blocks of xuEuE . . . and x’u “‘v”‘. . . so that xz=x’z’ up to cycle switches. 

Possible configurations are illustrated in Figs 12(b and c). A further treatment of 

the closed surface appears at the end of the section.] 

(b) 

Fig. 12 
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Recognising trigons 

In order to check the condition that q* preserve F-trigons, we need to be able to 

recognize trigons. In the light of the previous work, this is not hard to do. We can 

certainly pick out those triplets of words wr, w2, ws which intersect in pairs and 

identify their common blocks. Let B; be the maximal common block associated to 

the intersection of wj, wk. If there are lifts yi of Wi, i= 1,2,3, which lie over a 

trigon, then, orienting the three curves appropriately, there are (possibly empty) 

blocks AiC Wi W; . . . W; such that 

Bi+ ,AiB,~‘, C Wi Wi . . . Wi for each i 

(i is here defined mod 3), as in Fig. 13. If A,=0 for each i, then the trigon lies in 

one copy of R, joining the three (exterior) sides labelled by the inverses of the last 

letters in the blocks Bi. This allows one to determine the orientation of the trigon. 

More generally, A,A,A, is a non-self intersecting closed loop in the graph r, and 

hence A,A,A, = id in IY The orientation of this relation determines the orientation 

of the trigon. Of course, this last situation can only arise for non-free I-. It is illu- 

strated by Fig. 9. Notice that two different trigons may be associated to the same 

triple of common blocks Bi, for example, one can have Wi = B,B,<‘, , i = 1,2,3 form- 

ing one trigon, while after cyclic permutation and inversion we find another trigon 

wl= B,‘,B,. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 5. There may, of course, be triangles 

which do not lie over trigons at all, as illustrated in Fig. 7. Here it is impossible to 

orient w2, w, and w6 so that the common blocks are simultaneously oppositely 

oriented at each intersection point. In fact, this is the case for all the intersecting 

triplets of Example C. Finally, in Fig. 14 we illustrate a trigon in which the product 

A1A2A3 is more than just the relation in the group. 

Fig. 13. 
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Fig. 14. 0 is an omitted corner edge on 5. 

Having identified trigons it is a simple matter to compute the ‘image trigon’ under 

p,* and check the orientation condition as required. We were unable to construct 

examples in which this condition fails, although we see no reason to suppose they 

do not exist. 

A priori the blocks Ai could be arbitrarily long and thus there could be an in- 

finite family of trigons associated to a given triple of blocks B;. This would be 

highly undesirable as far as checking the conditions of our theorem is concerned. 

In fact this situation cannot arise, as shown by the following lemma, which is il- 

lustrated by Fig. 15. 

Lemma 7.2. Let B,, B,, B, be maximal blocks across which words wl, w2, w3 inter- 
sect in pairs. Then there are at most two ways in which the blocks Bi can be fitted 
together to form a trigon (possibly with intervening blocks Ai). These trigons, if 
they both occur, have opposite orientations. 

Proof. Fix lifts y,, y2 of w,, w2, whose cutting sequences . . . w, w1 . . . , . . . w2w2 . . . in- 

tersect across the block B3. Let P= y, n y2. 
A triangle could be formed by lifts of w3 cutting yI, y2 on either side of P. We 

shall show that there is at most one lift which forms a trigon on each side of P. 
Suppose to the contrary that ys and )J; are distinct curves both with cutting se- 

quences . . . w3w3 . . . which together with y1,y2 lie over two distinct trigons on the 

same side of P, as in Fig. 15. Let S and T denote the endpoints of the common 

blocks of y3 with yr and y2 which lie closest to P, and define S’, T’ similarly. The 

points S, S’ and T, T’ occur in the same order along yI, y2 since y3, y; are both lifts 

of the simple curve ws. Now consider the two paths from S’ to T’, one along y; and 

the other from S’ to S along yr, then S to T along y3, and T to T’ back along y2. 

These paths both lie on r and this situation is therefore ruled out if ris free. [For 

r non-free, they differ by at most a chain switch. Thus the path from S’ to T’ on 
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Fig. 15. I 

y3 could be switched on r to the other path, but this would produce longer com- 

mon blocks B,, B, with w, and w2, contrary to the hypothesis that Bi were maximal 

common blocks.] This proves our result. 0 

Example. We are finally in a position to illustrate our theorem by working out in 

full the details of Example C. The six images of wt, . . . , w6 under v* are 

u1 = cp,(w,) = cikbbndcbbn, 
- - 

v2 = q * ( w2) = cbbacikbcdcdrbcd, 

v3 = p*(w3) = di;biidd&cdz, 
- - - - 

v4 = p* ( w4) = c&bcdcdCbcddabcd, 
---- - - 

v5 = v, * ( w5) = a&dCaiicdabcdcdrbciMabcd, 

v6 = cp*( w6) = d&dCd&dCabcdrabhc. 

Let W={w, ,..., w,}, I/=(0, ,..., IJ~}. An easy check, using Fig. 16, shows that 

G(V) = G( IV), hence all conditions for Theorem 6.0 are satisfied3 and the action is 

linear. 

The linearity will be seen to illustrate some interesting points. The map v)* of 

Example C is pseudo-Anosov, having been constructed by the method of [lo]. It 

maps a cell in measured lamination space into itself, and in fact we will see that this 

cell may be taken to be Sp+(W). To prove this, we must show that I/CSp+(W), a 

fact easily verified with a little linear algebra. Choose an ordering (in any way) of 

the edges which occur in G(W), e.g. see Fig. 16, where the ten edges have been 

3 In this case the condition that (o* preserves orientation of F-trigons is vacuous, because as noted 

earlier there are no triangles which lie over trigons. 
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(a) (b) w2 + w4 = cikdrd. 
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Fig. 16. 

labelled 1 to 10. Using this ordering, one verifies that the ret-parameters for the 

Wj’S are X,, =(1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0), x,,=(0,1,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,0) and so forth, the 

key point being that the six weights are linearly independent, so that wi, . . . , w6 are 

linearly independent. Since there are four edge-pairing relations which relate the ten 

weights, it is clear that the dimension of Sp+(W) is at most six, hence it is exactly 

six and these six curves are a basis. 

Remark. (i) In this case, Sp+( W) actually coincides with the set of all weights sup- 

ported on r, but that will not be true for arbitrary pseudo-Anosov maps, which will 

in general have as invariant cells proper (even very small) subsets of the weights sup- 

ported on r. 

(ii) We have deliberately bypassed the question of how we found the six words 

wl, . . . , w6 for this pseudo-Anosov map. Our method was basically experimental, 

i.e. iterate the map and investigate the blocks which occur repeatedly in the image, 

then look at their images, correcting as you go. This idea is due to Nielsen (see [7]). 

We consider the matter of finding a general working technique sufficiently deep to 

require a separate investigation. 

Continuing, it is now an easy matter to express the Vj’s as linear combinations of 

the Wj’s, by counting up how many times each of the six key 2-letter syllables 

occurs in a given Vj. This data is incorporated into a positive matrix that we call 

@*, the rows being indexed by wt, . . . , we and the columns by vt, . . . , v6. 

@*= 

210022 

021212 

001110 

011211 

101130 

110012 
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The reader familiar with [3] will realize that the largest positive real eigenvalue of 

this matrix is the ‘stretch factor’ of p, and the associated eigenvector determines the 

invariant lamination, which can now be re-interpreted in terms of ‘infinite homo- 

topy classes’ in IY 

The square of @, is strictly positive which gives an independent check that v, is 

indeed pseudo-Anosov. 

It will be worthwhile to study at least one of the words uj, say vg, to see how it 

happens that v6 = 2wi + 2 w, + w4 + 2 we. (A similar, but much more trivial calcula- 

tion was done in the introduction.) We first subdivide vg into blocks by parenthesis: 
-- -- 

u.5 = [d(&d)c] [d&c] [&a(b)bc] [d&(b)bc]. 

The first square bracket is w2+ i@,, the VQ~ being in the round brackets in the 

middle. The second square bracket is iir,. The third and fourth are both wg + I;it, oc- 

curing inside the round brackets. Counting up, we get wf ’ twice, w:’ twice and so 

forth. The magic in this calculation is, however, not just this decomposition, but 

also the fact that the 24etter syllables at the interfaces add up exactly the same way 

as the 2-letter syllables which would have been obtained by completing each Wi’ ’ 

(as it occurs in Oj) to a cyclic word! That is, the 2-letter syllables at the interfaces 
- -- 

between square or round brackets in 
- -- 

v 6, (i.e. dt?, dC, Cd, cd, ab, 66, cd, ab, bb), to- 

gether with the last and first letter of 4, (i.e. cd), have the same total weights as 

the set of 24etter syllables obtained by completing each wF1 (as it occurs in 06) to 

a cyclic word, (namely dc, Cd, cd, cd, 5, dc, 66, dC, a& a6) and the 2-letter syllables 

which were missed in ui when the 3 words in square brackets were split apart to 

insert the words in round brackets, (i.e. dC,a5,a5). 
We demonstrate the linearity theorem by verifying directly that 

%*(w2, $‘X,*(,) =s*@v,+ W4). 

We have w2 + w4 = &dCd (Fig. 16(b)). By direct computation, 

~&cd~d) = ~(c)u,(&Q)yl(0@)~(4 
- - -- 

= { d&cdC} { aiibcdabbcdc} { ciiCbci3) { drbadd&dC} 

{ d&dC} { dCbndd&cdc) 

= [drbc] [dra(b)bc] [d&c] [dC] [d&c] [dt?] [d&a] [d] [d&c] [dc] 

as one verifies by consulting the matrix above. 

The closed surface case 

Our discussion above applies equally well to the closed surface case, except that 

we need to discuss the situation in which the hypotheses of Lemma 7.1 do not apply; 
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that is, in which, with the notation of that lemma, it is impossible to find words 

x,x’, u, u’ so that p(u) =xox, &u’) =x’o’x’, so that u and U’ are supported on r’ and 

so that xvu . . . and x’u’u’... are shortest. 

There are two distinct problems here. Of course we may always write V(U) =ytY, 

where t is shortest and cyclically reduced. 

(i) The word t may not be cyclically shortest, so that ttt . . . is not shortest. This 

will occur only if there is a long chain across the join of t and t. 

(ii) The word t we find in this way may not coincide with the representative of 

p*w which is known to lie on T’. 

This situation is partially remedied by the following lemma: 

Lemma 1.3. Suppose that g E r is conjugate to the cyclically shortest word t. Then 
there exists a word x and a cyclic permutation t u of t so that g = xt “X and xt at a . . . 
is shortest. 

Proof. Clearly we have g = ytjj, where y may be taken to be a word in shortest form. 

Let y be a path through B =yO whose cutting sequence is tt . . . (Fig. 17), and let < 

be the endpoint of y on a [D. If P, Q E y we write P> Q if P lies between r and Q. 

If the path ytt... is not shortest, then there is a long cycle or chain at B. (A 

cancellation cannot occur because t is cyclically reduced.) Replacing this chain by 

its complement we obtain a path from 0 to a point B, E y strictly shorter than the 

path via B. Let the path from 0 to B, have cutting sequence y,. Clearly, g =yi t”‘jl 

where ta’ is a cyclic permutation of t. 
If yltu’tu’ . . . is not shortest, we may repeat the process and hence inductively 

find a sequence of points B, = B, B,, B,, . . . along y, cyclic permutations t = 
tan ta1 tu2 of t, and shortest words y=yo, yl, y2, . . . . so that B;=y;O, g=yjtalJ; 
and SA t~~~‘lyil< lyi_ll+ IBi_,BiI for i=O, 1,2, . . . . 

This process of length reduction cannot continue indefinitely. For suppose it con- 

tinued k = 2yo + 1 times. Choose PE y with P> B. 

. . ww.. 

Fig. 17. 
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/ 

. ..tt_.. 

Fig. 18. 

Then IB,PI + ly, I< lyol + lB,,P[ - 2ly,,l, while by the reverse triangle inequality 

IYk I 2 PO& I - IYOI = POPI - IYOI - P&f I. 

These two inequalities are incompatible, so that the shortening process stops after 

at most 21yol steps. q 

Remark. This proof gives a constructive method of finding X, ta once the initial 

conjugating element y is known. It is also possible to find y: starting from a 

shortest, but not cyclically shortest, representative of g we may repeatedly cyclically 

permute and reduce in length until we find a cyclically shortest conjugate g’. We then 

apply Theorem 5.l(iv) to see the relation between g’ and the given cyclically shortest 

conjugate t. 

In an alternating presentation of r (see Section 5 and also [l]), if t is cyclically 

shortest, then tt . . . is shortest. Thus the lemma resolves the difficulties (i) and (ii) 

above, in that we may apply it with g = p(u) and choose t to be the cyclically shortest 

representative of p*(w) which by hypothesis lies on t’. We find P(U) =xt%, where 

ta is supported on r’ and xt”ta . . . is shortest. Obviously we may equally well find 

~3 and tB so that p(u) =_i@X-’ and ,@ia . . . is shortest. However, it is not in general 

possible to satisfy the requirement that xtata. . . and xPP... be the shortest simul- 

taneously, as for example in Fig. 18. Nevertheless, knowledge of the x, t” such that 

V(U) =xt? and xtata . . . is shortest, allows one to correctly position y(~++(w)) as a 

curve with cutting sequence . . . tt . . . passing through x0. Likewise we may determine 
the position of y(p,(w’)). The precise position of the intersecting block B' may now 

be determined graphically. There are undoubtedly very strong constraints on the 

relation of the sequences xtata . . . and x’t’a’t’a’.,. but it becomes tedious to enumer- 

ate them all. Some possible configurations are illustrated in Fig. 19. 

Appendix: The punctured torus 

In the special case of the punctured torus T* the linearity theorem is a straight- 

forward consequence of the facts that a simple curve is uniquely determined by its 
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Fig. 19. 

representative in the first homology group Hr(T*) and that ~7 E Diff(T*) induces a 

linear map e9r on Hr. 

We begin by determining all rrr-train tracks for the punctured torus. With a fun- 

damental region R as in Fig. 4, apriori any rc,-train track on R has five branches. 

However, the boundary conditions (Restriction 1.2) imply that one of the four cor- 

ner edges is absent. The switch conditions (Condition 1.1) then imply further that 

the opposite corner edge to the missing one has weight zero while the other pair of 

opposite edges have equal weights. Thus any weight on T has only two independent 

parameters. For example on the train track in Fig. 4(a) one has x(b, 6) = m, ~(0, b) = 

x(a, 6) = n. Taking into account symmetries and orientation, there are in all eight 

distinct oriented rrt-train tracks ri for T*. These are shown arranged round the 

circle S’ in Fig. 20, in accordance with the images of the curves they carry in 

H, =Z’. The track in the example above is rr. 
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Fig. 20. 

Let Q’(r,) denote the space of oriented words obtained by taking a weight 

XE Q(rj) to define a word oriented coherently with ri. The map Ti associating to 

each word its image in Ht is linear and bijective onto its image. Thus for example, 

T,(x)=a”b”+“, 

where x(b, 5) = m, x(0, b) =~(a, 6) = n, and H, is identified with Z2 by a’b”+(r,s). 

Suppose that v, maps {x1, . . . ,xk} E Q+(t;) onto {9,(x1), . . . , v)*(xk)) E Q’(zj). 
Then the restriction of v, to Sp+{xt, . . . , xk} is q-‘pt 7;, and hence is linear. It is 

worthwhile studying Example B in this context, to see why linearity fails. 

Notice that the arrangement of the train tracks ri around S’ in Fig. 20 shows 

directly that the space of projective measured laminations on T* has dimension 

6g - 7 + 2b = 1. It would be nice to have a direct proof that in general our nt-train 

tracks fit together properly to form a sphere of the right dimension. 
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